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"CTUSBDU
8F BCTUSBDU UIF DPNNPO UZQFBOETDPQF TBGF TUSVDUVSF GSPN
DPNQVUBUJPOT PO ౠUFSNT UIBU EFMJWFS FH SFOBNJOH TVC
TUJUVUJPO FWBMVBUJPO $14USBOTGPSNBUJPO BOE QSJOUJOH XJUI
B OBNF TVQQMZ #Z FYQPTJOH UIJT TUSVDUVSF XF DBO QSPWF
HFOFSJD TJNVMBUJPO BOE GVTJPO MFNNBT SFMBUJOH PQFSBUJPOT
CVJMU UIJT XBZ 5IJT XPSL IBT CFFO GVMMZ GPSNBMJTFE JO "HEB
$BUFHPSJFT BOE 4VCKFDU %FTDSJQUPST % <4PGUXBSF  1SP
HSBN 7FSJ͢DBUJPO> $PSSFDUOFTT 1SPPGT % <-BOHVBHF
$MBTTJ͢DBUJPOT> "QQMJDBUJWF 	GVODUJPOBM
 MBOHVBHFT '
<4FNBOUJDT PG 1SPHSBNNJOH -BOHVBHFT> %FOPUBUJPOBM TF
NBOUJDT 1BSUJBM FWBMVBUJPO
,FZXPSET -BNCEBDBMDVMVT .FDIBOJ[FE .FUB5IFPSZ
/PSNBMJTBUJPO CZ &WBMVBUJPO 4FNBOUJDT (FOFSJD 1SPHSBN
NJOH "HEB
 *OUSPEVDUJPO
" QSPHSBNNFS JNQMFNFOUJOH BO FNCFEEFE MBOHVBHF XJUI
CJOEJOHT IBT B XFBMUI PG QPTTJCJMJUJFT )PXFWFS TIPVME TIF
XBOU UP CF BCMF UP JOTQFDU UIF UFSNT QSPEVDFE CZ IFS VTFST
JO PSEFS UP PQUJNJTF PS FWFO DPNQJMF UIFN TIF XJMM IBWF UP
XPSL XJUI B EFFQ FNCFEEJOH 8IJDI NFBOT UIBU TIF XJMM
IBWF UP 	SF
JNQMFNFOU B HSFBU OVNCFS PG USBWFSTBMT EPJOH
TVDI NVOEBOF UIJOHT BT SFOBNJOH TVCTUJUVUJPO PS QBSUJBM
FWBMVBUJPO 4IPVME TIF XBOU UP HFU IFMQ GSPN UIF UZQFDIFDLFS
JO PSEFS UP GFOE Pࣽ DPNNPO CVHT TIF DBO PQU GPS JOEVDUJWF
GBNJMJFT 	%ZCKFS 
 UP FOGPSDF QSFDJTF JOWBSJBOUT #VU UIF
USBWFSTBMT OPX IBWF UP CF JOWBSJBOU QSFTFSWJOH UPP
*O BO VOQVCMJTIFE NBOVTDSJQU .D#SJEF 	
 PCTFSWFT
UIF TJNJMBSJUZ CFUXFFO UIF UZQFT BOE JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT PG SF
OBNJOH BOE TVCTUJUVUJPO GPS TJNQMZ UZQFE ౠDBMDVMVT 	45ౠ$

JO B EFQFOEFOUMZ UZQFE MBOHVBHF BT TIPXO JO ࣾH  5IFSF
BSF UISFF EJࣽFSFODFT CFUXFFO UIF JNQMFNFOBUJPOT PG SFOBN
ଧଚଣ ң )ѭ౨/ ଑ଖଧ ౨ ా Ј ଑ଖଧ ౨ ి* Ј )ѭ౨/ ଏଢ ౨ ా Ј ଏଢ ౨ ి*ଧଚଣ ౦ )༝ଫଖଧ ৖* > ༝ଫଖଧ )౦ ৖*ଧଚଣ ౦ )ে ༝% ৔* > ଧଚଣ ౦ ে ༝% ଧଚଣ ౦ ৔ଧଚଣ ౦ )༝ౠ ৃ* > ༝ౠ )ଧଚଣ ))ନପ ҅ ౦* ѿ- ଯଚ* ৃ*ନପଗ ң )ѭ౨/ ଑ଖଧ ౨ ా Ј ଏଢ ౨ ి* Ј )ѭ౨/ ଏଢ ౨ ా Ј ଏଢ ౨ ి*ନପଗ ౦ )༝ଫଖଧ ৖* > ౦ ৖ନପଗ ౦ )ে ༝% ৔* > ନପଗ ౦ ে ༝% ନପଗ ౦ ৔ନପଗ ౦ )༝ౠ ৃ* > ༝ౠ )ନପଗ ))ଧଚଣ ନପ ҅ ౦* ѿ- ༝ଫଖଧ ଯଚ* ৃ*
'JHVSF  3FOBNJOH BOE 4VCTUJUVUJPO GPS UIF 45ౠ$ଠଞ଩ ң )ѭ౨/ ଑ଖଧ ౨ ా Ј ♦ ౨ ి* Ј )ѭ౨/ ଏଢ ౨ ా Ј ଏଢ ౨ ి*ଠଞ଩ ౦ )༝ଫଖଧ ৖* > ଆଞ଩/ଫଖଧ ౟ )౦ ৖*ଠଞ଩ ౦ )ে ༝% ৔* > ଠଞ଩ ౦ ে ༝% ଠଞ଩ ౦ ৔ଠଞ଩ ౦ )༝ౠ ৃ* > ༝ౠ )ଠଞ଩ ))ଆଞ଩/ବଠଣ ౟ ҅ ౦* ѿ- ଆଞ଩/ଯଧତ ౟* ৃ*
'JHVSF  ,JU USBWFSTBM GPS UIF 45ౠ$ GPS !? PG UZQFଆଞ଩ ♦ଣଗଚ ң )ѭ౨/ ଑ଖଧ ౨ ా Ј ଑ଖଡ ౨ ి* Ј )ѭ౨/ ଏଢ ౨ ా Ј ଑ଖଡ ౨ ి*ଣଗଚ ౦ )༝ଫଖଧ ৖* > ౦ ৖ଣଗଚ ౦ )ে ༝% ৔* > ૼଋଋ )ଣଗଚ ౦ ে* )ଣଗଚ ౦ ৔*ଣଗଚ ౦ )༝ౠ ৔* > ଇૼଈ )ౠ ৒৆ ৖ Ј ଣଗଚ ))ବଠ ৒৆ ҅ ౦* ѿ- ৖* ৔*
'JHVSF  /PSNBMJTBUJPO CZ &WBMVBUJPO GPS UIF 45ౠ$
JOH BOE TVCTUJUVUJPO 	
 JO UIF WBSJBCMF DBTF BGUFS SFOBNJOH
B WBSJBCMF XF NVTU XSBQ JU JO B ༝ଫଖଧ DPOTUSVDUPS XIFSFBT B
TVCTUJUVUJPO EJSFDUMZ QSPEVDFT B UFSN 	
 XIFO XFBLFOJOH
B SFOBNJOH UP QVTI JU VOEFS B ౠ XF OFFE POMZ QPTUDPNQPTF
UIF SFNBOJOH XJUI UIF %F #SVJKO WBSJBCMF TVDDFTTPS DPOTUSVD
UPS ନପ 	XIJDI JT FTTFOUJBMMZ XFBLFOJOH GPS WBSJBCMFT
 XIFSFBT
GPS B TVCTUJUVUJPO XF OFFE B XFBLFOJOH PQFSBUJPO GPS UFSNT
XIJDI DBO CF HJWFO CZ SFOBNJOH WJB UIF TVDDFTTPS DPOTUSVD
UPS ଧଚଣ ନପ 	
 BMTP JO UIF ౠ DBTF XIFO QVTIJOH B SFOBNJOH PS
TVCTUJUVUJPO VOEFS B CJOEFS XF NVTU FYUFOE JU UP FOTVSF UIBU
UIF WBSJBCMF CPVOE CZ UIF ౠ NBQQFE UP JUTFMG 'PS SFOBNJOH
UIJT JOWPMWFT FYUFOEFE CZ UIF [FSPUI WBSJBCMF ଯଚ XIFSFBT GPS
TVCTJUVUJPOT XF NVTU FYUFOE CZ UIF [FSPUI WBSJBCMF TFFO BT B
UFSN ༝ଫଖଧ ଯଚ )F EFࣾOFT B OPUJPO PG ̧,JŲ BCTUSBDUJOH UIFTF
EJࣽFSFODFT 5IF VTFT PG ଆଞ଩/؆ PQFSBUJPOT JO UIF HFOFSBMJTJOH
UIF USBWFSTBM GVODUJPO ଠଞ଩ BSF TIPXO 	JO QJOL
 JO ࣾH 
5IF DPOUSJCVUJPOT PG UIF QSFTFOU QBQFS BSF UXPGPME
̭ 8F HFOFSBMJTF UIF ̧,JŲ BQQSPBDI GSPN TZOUBY UP TFNBO
UJDT CSJOHJOH PQFSBUJPOT MJLF OPSNBMJTBUJPO 	DG ࣾH 
 BOE
QSJOUJOH XJUI B OBNF TVQQMZ JOUP PVS GSBNFXPSL
̭ 8F QSPWF HFOFSJD SFTVMUT BCPVU TJNVMBUJPOT CFUXFFO BOE
GVTJPOT PG TFNBOUJDT HJWFO CZ BOE FOBCMFE CZ ,JU
0VUMJOF 8F TUBSU CZ EFࣾOJOH UIF TJNQMF DBMDVMVT XF XJMM
VTF BT B SVOOJOH FYBNQMF 8F UIFO JOUSPEVDF B OPUJPO PG FO
WJSPONFOUT BOE POF XFMM LOPXO JOTUBODF UIF DBUFHPSZ PG SF
OBNJOHT 5IJT MFBET VT UP EFࣾOJOH B HFOFSJD OPUJPO PG UZQF
BOE TDPQFQSFTFSWJOH 4FNBOUJDT UPHFUIFS XJUI B HFOFSJD FWBM
VBUJPO GVODUJPO 8F UIFO TIPXDBTF UIF HSPVOE DPWFSFE CZ
UIFTF 4FNBOUJDT GSPN UIF TZOUBDUJD POFT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP
SFOBNJOH BOE TVCTUJUVUJPO UP QSJOUJOH XJUI OBNFT WBSJBUJPOT
PG /PSNBMJTBUJPO CZ &WBMVBUJPO PS $14 USBOTGPSNBUJPOT 'J
OBMMZ HJWFO UIF HFOFSJD EFࣾOJUJPO PG 4FNBOUJDT XF DBO QSPWF
GVOEBNFOUBM MFNNBT BCPVU UIFTF FWBMVBUJPO GVODUJPOT XF
DIBSBDUFSJTF UIF TFNBOUJDT XIJDI DBO TJNVMBUF POF BOPUIFS
BOE HJWF BO BCTUSBDU USFBUNFOU PG DPNQPTJUJPO ZJFMEJOH DPN
QBDUJPO BOE SFVTF PG QSPPGT DPNQBSFE UP #FOUPO FU BM 	

/PUBUJPO 5IJT BSUJDMF JT B MJUFSBUF "HEB ࣾMF 8F IJEF UFMF
TDPQFT PG JNQMJDJU BSHVNFOUT BOE ଎ଚ଩ MFWFMT BOE QSPQFSMZ EJT
QMBZ 	TVQFS  TVC
TDSJQUT BT XFMM BT TQFDJBM PQFSBUPST TVDI
BT ??> PS ,, $PMPVST IFMQ ଜଧଚଚଣ JEFOUJࣾFST BSF EBUB DPO
TUSVDUPST ଥଞଣଠ OBNFT SFGFS UP SFDPSE ࣾFMET ଗଡପଚ JT DIBSBDUFS
JTUJD PG EFࣾOFE TZNCPMT BOE DPNNFOUT BSF SFE UZQFXSJUF
GPOU 6OEFSTDPSFT IBWF B TQFDJBM TUBUVT XIFO EFࣾOJOH NJYࣾY
JEFOUJࣾFST 	%BOJFMTTPO BOE /PSFMM 
 UIFZNBSL QPTJUJPOT
XIFSF BSHVNFOUT NBZ CF JOTFSUFE
'PSNBMJTBUJPO 5IJT XIPMF EFWFMPQNFOU 	"MMBJT FU BM
 IBT
CFFO DIFDLFE CZ "HEB 	/PSFMM 
 XIJDI HVBSBOUFFT UIBU
BMM DPOTUSVDUJPOT BSF XFMM UZQFE BOE BMM GVODUJPOT BSF UPUBM
/POFUIFMFTT JU TIPVME CF OPUFE UIBU UIF HFOFSJD NPEFM DPO
TUSVDUJPOT BOE UIF WBSJPVT FYBNQMFT PG ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ HJWFO IFSF
BMUIPVHI OPU UIF QSPPGT DBO BOE IBWF CFFO GVMMZ SFQMJDBUFE JO
)BTLFMM VTJOH UZQF GBNJMJFT IJHIFS SBOL QPMZNPSQIJTN BOE
("%5T UP CVJME TJOHMFUPOT 	&JTFOCFSH BOE 8FJSJDI 

QSPWJEJOH UIF VTFS XJUI UIF SVOUJNF EFTDSJQUJPOT PG UIFJS
UZQFT PS UIFJS DPOUFYUT̤ TIBQFT 5IJT ZJFMET UP UIF CFTU PG PVS
LOPXMFEHF UIF ࣾSTU UBHMFTT BOE UZQFGVM JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG B
,SJQLFTUZMF /PSNBMJTBUJPO CZ &WBMVBUJPO JO )BTLFMM
 5IF $BMDVMVT BOE *UT &NCFEEJOH౨- ౩ Ҥ> ൏ } ൐ } ౨ Ј ౩ৃ- ৔- ৕ Ҥ> ৘ } ৔ ৕ } ౠ৘/ ৃ } ܕܖ} ௹௹ } ௫௫ } ௮௫ ৃ ௹௭௪௳ ৔ ௪௱௸௪ ৕
8FXPSLXJUI B EFFQMZ FNCFEEFE TJNQMZ UZQFE ౠDBMDVMVT
*U IBT  BOE  BT CBTF UZQFT BOE TFSWFT BT B NJOJNBM FYBNQMF
PG B TZTUFN XJUI B SFDPSE UZQF FRVJQQFE XJUI BO !瘀-SVMF BOE
B TVN UZQF 5IJT HSBNNBS JT SFQSFTFOUFE JO "HEB BT GPMMPXTଙଖ଩ଖ ଏମ ң ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚ༝഻ ༝഼ ң ଏମ
@༝Ј@ ң ଏମ Ј ଏମ Ј ଏମ
ଙଖ଩ଖ ૾ଭ )৔৙ ң ଎ଚ଩* ң ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚౚ ң ૾ଭ ৔৙
@҆@ ң ૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ৔৙ Ј ૾ଭ ৔৙
5P UBML BCPVU UIF UZQFT PG UIF WBSJBCMFT JO TDPQF XF OFFE
DPOUFYUT 8F DIPPTF UP SFQSFTFOU UIFN BT ̧TOPD̨ MJTUT PG
UZQFT ౚ EFOPUFT UIF FNQUZ DPOUFYU BOE ా ҆ ౨ UIF DPOUFYU ా
FYUFOEFE XJUI B GSFTI WBSJBCMF PG UZQF ౨
5P NBLF UZQF TJHOBUVSFT NPSF SFBEBCBMF XF JOUSPEVDF
DPNCJOBUPST BDUJOH PO DPOUFYUJOEFYFE UZQFT 5IF NPTU
TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE POFT BSF QPJOUXJTF MJGUJOH PG FYJTUJOH PQFS
BUPST PO UZQFT BOE XF EFOPUF UIFN BT EPUUFE WFSTJPOT PG
UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSUT UIF EFࣾOJUJPO PG UIF QPJOUXJTF GVODUJPO
TQBDF @ ȥЈ @ JT TIPXO IFSF BOE UIF SFBEFS XJMM JOGFS UIF DPS
SFTQPOEJOH POF GPS QPJOUXJTF EJTKPJOU TVNT 	@ ȥӻ@
 BOE QSPE
VDUT 	@ ȥ·@
 5IF ̧VOJWFSTBMMZ̨ PQFSBUPS \@^ UVSO B DPOUFYU
JOEFYFE UZQF JOUP B UZQF VTJOH BO 	JNQMJDJU
 VOJWFSTBM RVBO
UJࣾDBUJPO -BTU CVU OPU MFBTU UIF PQFSBUPS @ԏ@ NFDIBOJ[FT
UIF NBUIFNBUJDBM DPOWFOUJPO PG POMZ NFOUJPOJOH DPOUFYU FY
UFOTJPOT XIFO QSFTFOUJOH KVEHFNFOUT 	.BSUJO-¶G 

@ ȥЈ @ ң )૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩* Ј )૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩* Ј )૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩*)঺ ȥЈ ঻ * ా > ঺ ా Ј ঻ ా\@^ ң )૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩* Ј ଎ଚ଩\ ঻ ^ > ѭ |ా~ Ј ঻ ా
@ԏ@ ң ৔৙ Ј )૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩* Ј )૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩*)౨ ԏ ঺* ా > ঺ )ా ҆ ౨*
7BSJBCMFT BSF UIFO QPTJUJPOT JO TVDI B DPOUFYU SFQSFTFOUFE
BT UZQFE EF #SVJKO 	
 JOEJDFT "T TIPXO JO UIF DPN
NFOUT UIJT BNPVOUT UP BO JOEVDUJWF EFࣾOJUJPO PG DPOUFYU
NFNCFSTIJQ 8F VTF UIF DPNCJOBUPST EFࣾOFE BCPWF UP TIPX
POMZ MPDBM DIBOHFT UP UIF DPOUFYUଙଖ଩ଖ ଑ଖଧ )౩ ң ৔৙* ң ૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚଯଚ ң ࢚ (? ̣ 7BS ͓ 	̣ )? ͓
\ ౩ ԏ ଑ଖଧ ౩ ^ନପ ң ࢚ (? ̣ ͒ 7BS ͓ ̣ (? 7BS ͓ 	̣ )? ͒
\ ଑ଖଧ ౩ ȥЈ )౨ ԏ ଑ଖଧ ౩* ^
5IF TZOUBY GPS UIJT DBMDVMVT HVBSBOUFFT UIBU UFSNT BSF
XFMM TDPQFEBOEUZQFE CZ DPOTUSVDUJPO 5IJT QSFTFOUBUJPO
EVF UP "MUFOLJSDI BOE 3FVT 	
 SFMJFT IFBWJMZ PO %ZC
KFS̤T 	
 JOEVDUJWF GBNJMJFT 3BUIFS UIBO IBWJOH VOUZQFE
QSFUFSNT BOE B UZQJOH SFMBUJPO BTTJHOJOH B UZQF UP UIFN UIF
UZQJOH SVMFT BSF IFSF FOGPSDFE JO UIF TZOUBY /PUJDF UIBU UIF
POMZ VTF PG @ԏ@ UP FYUFOE UIF DPOUFYU JT GPS UIF CPEZ PG B ౠଙଖ଩ଖ ଏଢ ң ଏମ Ј ૾ଭ ଏମ Ј ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚ༝ଫଖଧ ң \ ଑ଖଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଏଢ ౨ ^
@༝%@ ң \ ଏଢ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ȥЈ ଏଢ ౨ ȥЈ ଏଢ ౩ ^༝ౠ ң \ ౨ ԏ ଏଢ ౩ ȥЈ ଏଢ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ^༝ܕܖ ң \ ଏଢ ༝഻ ^༝଩଩ ༝ଛଛ ң \ ଏଢ ༝഼ ^༝ଞଛ ң \ ଏଢ ༝഼ ȥЈ ଏଢ ౨ ȥЈ ଏଢ ౨ ȥЈ ଏଢ ౨ ^
 " (FOFSJD /PUJPO PG &OWJSPONFOU
"MM UIF TFNBOUJDT XF BSF JOUFSFTUFE JO EFࣾOJOH BTTPDJBUF UP B
UFSN ৔ PG UZQF ଏଢ ౨ ా  B WBMVF PG UZQF ༪ ౨ ి HJWFO BO JOUFS
QSFUBUJPO ༬ ి !? GPS FBDI POF PG JUT GSFF WBSJBCMFT౩ JO ా  8F
DBMM UIF DPMMFDUJPO PG UIFTF JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT BO ༬	FWBMVBUJPO

FOWJSPONFOU 8F MFBWF PVU ༬ XIFO JU DBO FBTJMZ CF JOGFSSFE
GSPN UIF DPOUFYU 5IF DPOUFOU PG FOWJSPONFOUT NBZ WBSZ
XJMEMZ CFUXFFO EJࣽFSFOU TFNBOUJDT XIFO EFࣾOJOH SFOBN
JOH UIF FOWJSPONFOUT XJMM DBSSZ WBSJBCMFT XIJMTU UIF POFT
VTFE GPS OPSNBMJTBUJPO CZ FWBMVBUJPO DPOUBJO FMFNFOUT PG
UIF NPEFM #VU UIFJS TUSVDUVSF TUBZT UIF TBNF XIJDI QSPNQUT
VT UP EFࣾOF UIF OPUJPO HFOFSJDBMMZ GPS B OPUJPO PG ଈତଙଚଡଈତଙଚଡ ң ଎ଚ଩ଈତଙଚଡ > ৔৙ Ј ૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩
'PSNBMMZ UIJT USBOTMBUFT UP ༬FOWJSPONFOUT CFJOH UIF
QPJOUXJTF MJGUJOH PG UIF SFMBUJPO ༬ CFUXFFO DPOUFYUT BOE
UZQFT UP B SFMBUJPO CFUXFFO UXP DPOUFYUT 3BUIFS UIBO VT
JOH B EBUBUZQF UP SFQSFTFOU TVDI B MJGUJOH XF DIPPTF UP VTF
B GVODUJPO TQBDF 5IJT EFDJTJPO JT CBTFE PO +FࣽSFZ̤T PCTFS
WBUJPO 	
 UIBU POF DBO PCUBJO BTTPDJBUJWJUZ PG BQQFOE
GPS GSFF CZ VTJOH EJࣽFSFODF MJTUT *O PVS DBTF UIF JOUFSQMBZ
CFUXFFO WBSJPVT DPNCJOBUPST 	FH ଧଚଛ ଡ BOE ନଚଡଚଘ଩
 EFࣾOFE
MBUFS PO JT WBTUMZ TJNQMJࣾFE CZ UIJT SBUIFS TJNQMF EFDJTJPOଧଚଘତଧଙ @ѿ଀ଣଫ )ా ң ૾ଭ ৔৙* )༽ ң ଈତଙଚଡ* )ి ң ૾ଭ ৔৙* ң ଎ଚ଩ବଝଚଧଚ ଘତଣନ଩ଧପଘ଩ତଧ ଥଖଘଠଛ ଞଚଡଙ ଡତତଠପଥ ң ଑ଖଧ ౨ ా Ј ༽ ౨ ి
+VTU BT BO FOWJSPONFOU JOUFSQSFUT WBSJBCMFT JO B NPEFM
B DPNQVUBUJPO HJWFT B NFBOJOH UP UFSNT JOUP B NPEFM
@ѿ૾ତଢଥ ң ૾ଭ ଏମ Ј )༪ ң ଈତଙଚଡ* Ј ૾ଭ ଏମ Ј ଎ଚ଩)ా ѿ૾ତଢଥ* ༪ ి > ଏଢ ౨ ా Ј ༪ ౨ ి
"O BQQSPQSJBUF OPUJPO PG TFNBOUJDT GPS UIF DBMDVMVT JT POF
UIBU XJMM NBQ FOWJSPONFOUT UP DPNQVUBUJPOT *O PUIFS XPSET
B TFU PG DPOTUSBJOUT PO ༽ BOE ༪ HVBSBOUFFJOH UIF FYJTUFODF PG
B GVODUJPO PG UZQF \ 	ా ؆଀ଣଫ
 ༽ ȥЈ 	ా ؆૾ତଢଥ
 ༪ ^
5IFTF FOWJSPONFOUT OBUVSBMMZ CFIBWF MJLF UIF DPOUFYUT
UIFZ BSF JOEFYFE CZ UIFSF JT B USJWJBM FOWJSPONFOU GPS UIF
FNQUZ DPOUFYU BOE POF DBO FBTJMZ FYUFOE BO FYJTUJOH POF
CZ QSPWJEJOH BO BQQSPQSJBUF WBMVF 5IF QBDLBHJOH PG UIF
GVODUJPO SFQSFTFOUJOH UP UIF FOWJSPONFOU JO B SFDPSE BMMPXT
GPS UXP UIJOHT JU IFMQT UIF UZQFDIFDLFS CZ TUBUJOH FYQMJD
JUMZ XIJDI ଈତଙଚଡ UIF WBMVFT DPSSFTQPOE UP BOE JU FNQPX
FST VT UP EFࣾOF FOWJSPONFOUT CZ DPQBUUFSONBUDIJOH 	"CFM
FU BM 
 UIVT EFࣾOJOH FOWJSPONFOUT CZ UIFJS VTF DBTFT༝ౚ ң \ )ౚ ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽ ^
@༝҆@ ң \ )ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽ ȥЈ ༽ ౨ ȥЈ )ా ҆ ౨ ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽ ^ଡତତଠପଥ ༝ౚ )*ଡତତଠପଥ )౦ ༝҆ ৓* ଯଚ > ৓ଡତତଠପଥ )౦ ༝҆ ৓* )ନପ ৎ* > ଡତତଠପଥ ౦ ৎ
5IF $BUFHPSZ PG 3FOBNJOHT " LFZ JOTUBODF PG FOWJSPO
NFOUT QMBZJOH B QSFEPNJOBOU SPMF JO UIJT QBQFS JT UIF OPUJPO
PG SFOBNJOH 5IF SFBEFS NBZ CF BDDVTUPNFE UP UIF NPSF SF
TUSJDUJWF OPUJPO PG SFOBNJOHT BT EFTDSJCFE WBSJPVTMZ BT 0SEFS
1SFTFSWJOH &NCFEEJOHT 	$IBQNBO 
 UIJOOJOHT 	XIJDI
XF VTF
 PS DPOUFYU JODMVTJPOT PS KVTU XFBLFOJOHT 	"MUFOLJSDI
FU BM 
 8SJUJOH OPOJOKFDUJWF PS OPOPSEFS QSFTFSWJOH
SFOBNJOHT XPVME UBLF QFSWFSTF FࣽPSU HJWFO UIBU XF POMZ
JNQMFNFOU HFOFSJD JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT *O QSBDUJDF BMUIPVHI UIF
UZQF PG SFOBNJOHT JT NPSF HFOFSPVT XF POMZ JOUSPEVDF XFBL
FOJOHT 	TLJQQJOH WBSJBCMFT BU UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF DPOUFYU

UIBU CFDPNF UIJOOJOHT 	TLJQQJOH WBSJBCMFT BU BSCJUSBSZ QPJOUT
JO UIF DPOUFYU
 XIFO XF QVTI UIFN VOEFS CJOEFST
" UIJOOJOH ా ӳ ి JT BO FOWJSPONFOU QBJSJOH FBDI WBSJBCMF
PG UZQF ౨ JOా UP POF PG UIF TBNF UZQF JOి
@ӳ@ ң )ా ి ң ૾ଭ ৔৙* Ј ଎ଚ଩ా ӳ ి > )ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ଑ଖଧ ి
8F GPSNVMBUF B UIJOOJOH QSJODJQMF VTJOH ӳ #Z B ̧UIJO
OJOH QSJODJQMF̨ XF NFBO UIBU JG ষ IPMET PG ా BOE ా ӳ ి
UIFO ষ IPMET GPS ి UPP *O UIF DBTF PG WBSJBCMFT UIJOOJOH
NFSFMZ DPSSFTQPOET UP BQQMZJOH UIF SFOBNJOH GVODUJPO JO
PSEFS UP PCUBJO B OFX WBSJBCMF 5IF FOWJSPONFOUT̤ DBTF JT
BMTP RVJUF TJNQMF CFJOH B QPJOUXJTF MJGUJOH PG B SFMBUJPO ༽
CFUXFFO DPOUFYUT BOE UZQFT UIFZ FOKPZ UIJOOJOH JG ༽ EPFTଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ ң )૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩* Ј ଎ଚ଩ଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ ঺ > ా ӳ ి Ј )঺ ా Ј ঺ ి*଩ଝ଑ଖଧ ң )౨ ң ৔৙* Ј ଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ )଑ଖଧ ౨*଩ଝ଑ଖଧ ౨ ৉ৎৄ ৖ > ଡତତଠପଥ ৉ৎৄ ৖଩ଝ\@^ ң ))౨ ң ৔৙* Ј ଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ )༽ ౨** Јଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ ))ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽*ଡତତଠପଥ )଩ଝ\ ৔υ ^ ৉ৎৄ ౦* > ৔υ @ ৉ৎৄ ҅ ଡତତଠପଥ ౦
5IFTF TJNQMF PCTFSWBUJPOT BMMPX VT UP QSPWF UIBU UIJO
OJOHT GPSN B DBUFHPSZ XIJDI JO UVSO MFUT VT QSPWJEF UIF VTFS
XJUI UIF DPOTUSVDUPST "MUFOLJSDI )PGNBOO BOE 4USFJDIFS̤T
̧$BUFHPSZ PG8FBLFOJOH̨ 	
 JT CBTFE POଧଚଛ ଡ ң ా ӳ ాଧଚଛ ଡ > ଥଖଘଠ ଞଙନଚଡଚଘ଩ ң ా ӳ ి Ј )ి ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽ ృ Ј )ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽ ృଡତତଠପଥ )ନଚଡଚଘ଩ ৉ৎৄ ౦* > ଡତତଠପଥ ౦ ҅ ଡତତଠପଥ ৉ৎৄନ଩ଚଥ ң ా ӳ ి Ј ా ӳ )ి ҆ ౨*ନ଩ଚଥ ৉ৎৄ > ନଚଡଚଘ଩ ৉ৎৄ )ଥଖଘଠ ନପ*ଥତଥ" ң ా ӳ ి Ј )ా ҆ ౨* ӳ )ి ҆ ౨*ଥତଥ" ৉ৎৄ > ନ଩ଚଥ ৉ৎৄ ༝҆ ଯଚ
5IF NPEBM PQFSBUPSؼ TUBUFT UIBU B HJWFO QSFEJDBUF IPMET
GPS BMM UIJOOJOHT PG B DPOUFYU *U JT B DMPTVSF PQFSBUPS GPSଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ
ؼ ң )૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩* Ј )૾ଭ ৔৙ Ј ଎ଚ଩*)ؼ ঺* ా > |ి ң ૾ଭ @~ Ј ా ӳ ి Ј ঺ ి଩ଝؼ ң ଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ )ؼ ঺*଩ଝؼ ৉ৎৄ ৓ > ৓ ҅ ନଚଡଚଘ଩ ৉ৎৄ
/PX UIBU XF BSF FRVJQQFE XJUI UIF OPUJPO PG JODMVTJPO XF
IBWF BMM UIF QJFDFT OFDFTTBSZ UP EFTDSJCF UIF ,SJQLF TUSVDUVSF
PG PVS NPEFMT PG UIF TJNQMZ UZQFE ౠDBMDVMVT
 4FNBOUJDT BOE 5IFJS (FOFSJD &WBMVBUPST
5IF VQDPNJOH TFDUJPOT EFNPOTUSBUF UIBU SFOBNJOH TVCTUJUV
UJPO QSJOUJOHXJUI OBNFT BOE OPSNBMJTBUJPO CZ FWBMVBUJPO BMM
TIBSF UIF TBNF TUSVDUVSF 8F TUBSU CZ BCTUSBDUJOH BXBZ B OP
UJPO PG ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ FODPNQBTTJOH BMM UIFTF DPOTUSVDUJPOT 5IJT
BQQSPBDI XJMM NBLF JU QPTTJCMF GPS VT UP JNQMFNFOU B HFOFSJD
USBWFSTBM QBSBNFUSJTFE CZ TVDI B ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ PODF BOE GPS BMM
BOE UP GPDVT PO UIF JOUFSFTUJOH NPEFM DPOTUSVDUJPOT JOTUFBE
PG SFQFBUJOH UIF TBNF QBUUFSO PWFS BOE PWFS BHBJO
" ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ JT JOEFYFE CZ UXP SFMBUJPOT ༽ BOE ༪ EFTDSJC
JOH SFTQFDUJWFMZ UIF WBMVFT JO UIF FOWJSPONFOU BOE UIF POFT
JO UIF NPEFM *O DBTFT TVDI BT TVCTUJUVUJPO PS OPSNBMJTBUJPO
CZ FWBMVBUJPO ༽ BOE ༪ XJMM IBQQFO UP DPJODJEF CVU LFFQ
JOH UIFTF UXP SFMBUJPOT EJTUJODU JT QSFDJTFMZ XIBU NBLFT JU
QPTTJCMF UP HP CFZPOE UIFTF BOE BMTP NPEFM SFOBNJOH PS
QSJOUJOH XJUI OBNFT 5IF SFDPSE QBDLT UIF QSPQFSUJFT PG
UIFTF SFMBUJPOT OFDFTTBSZ UP EFࣾOF UIF FWBMVBUJPO GVODUJPOଧଚଘତଧଙ ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ )༽ ң ଈତଙଚଡ* )༪ ң ଈତଙଚଡ* ң ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚ
5IF ࣾSTU NFUIPE PG B ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ EFBMT XJUI FOWJSPO
NFOU WBMVFT 5IFZ OFFE UP CF UIJOOBCMF 	଩ଝ
 TP UIBU UIF
USBWFSTBM NBZ JOUSPEVDF GSFTI WBSJBCMFT XIFO HPJOH VO
EFS B CJOEFS XIJMTU LFFQJOH UIF FOWJSPONFOU XFMMTDPQFE଩ଝ ң )౨ ң ଏମ* Ј ଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ )༽ ౨*
5IF TUSVDUVSF PG UIF NPEFM JT RVJUF DPOTUSBJOFE FBDI DPO
TUSVDUPS JO UIF MBOHVBHF OFFET B TFNBOUJD DPVOUFSQBSU 8F
TUBSU XJUI UIF UXP NPTU JOUFSFTUJOH DBTFT ܓଫଖଧܔ BOE ܓౠܔ 5IF
WBSJBCMF DBTF CSJEHFT UIF HBQ CFUXFFO UIF GBDU UIBU UIF FOWJ
SPONFOU USBOTMBUFT WBSJBCMFT JOUP WBMVFT ༽ CVU UIF FWBMVBUJPO
GVODUJPO SFUVSOT DPNQVUBUJPOT༪ܓଫଖଧܔ ң \ ༽ ౨ ȥЈ ༪ ౨ ^
5IF TFNBOUJD ౠBCTUSBDUJPO JT OPUBCMF GPS UXP SFBTPOT
ࣾSTU GPMMPXJOH .JUDIFMM BOE .PHHJ 	
 JUT ؼTUSVDUVSF
JT UZQJDBM PG NPEFMT   MB ,SJQLF BMMPXJOH BSCJUSBSZ FYUFOTJPOT
PG UIF DPOUFYU BOE TFDPOE JOTUFBE PG CFJOH B GVODUJPO JO UIF
IPTU MBOHVBHF UBLJOH DPNQVUBUJPOT UP DPNQVUBUJPOT JU UBLFT
WBMVFT UP DPNQVUBUJPOT *U NBUDIFT QSFDJTFMZ UIF GBDU UIBU
UIF CPEZ PG B ౠBCTUSBDUJPO FYQPTFT POF FYUSB GSFF WBSJBCMF
QSPNQUJOH VT UP FYUFOE UIF FOWJSPONFOU XJUI B WBMVF GPS JU
*O UIF TQFDJBM DBTF XIFSF ༽  ༪ 	OPSNBMJTBUJPO CZ FWBMV
BUJPO GPS JOTUBODF
 XF SFDPWFS UIF VTVBM ,SJQLF TUSVDUVSFܓౠܔ ң \ ؼ )༽ ౨ ȥЈ ༪ ౩* ȥЈ ༪ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ^
5IF SFNBJOJOH ࣾFMET̤ UZQFT BSF B EJSFDU USBOTMBUJPO PG UIF
UZQFT PG UIF DPOTUSVDUPS UIFZ DPSSFTQPOE UP TVCTUSVDUVSFT
IBWF TJNQMZ CFFO SFQMBDFE XJUI DPNQVUBUJPOT UIVT NBL
JOH UIFTF PQFSBUPST JEFBM UP DPNCJOF JOEVDUJPO IZQPUIFTFT
@ܓ%ܔ@ ң \ ༪ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ȥЈ ༪ ౨ ȥЈ ༪ ౩ ^ܓܕܖܔ ң \ ༪ ༝഻ ^ܓ଩଩ܔ ң \ ༪ ༝഼ ^ܓଛଛܔ ң \ ༪ ༝഼ ^ܓଞଛܔ ң \ ༪ ༝഼ ȥЈ ༪ ౨ ȥЈ ༪ ౨ ȥЈ ༪ ౨ ^
5IF UZQF XF DIPTF GPS ܓౠܔ NBLFT UIF ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ OPUJPO
QPXFSGVM FOPVHI UIBU FWFO MPHJDBM QSFEJDBUFT BSF JOTUBODFT
PG JU "OE XF JOEFFE FYQMPJU UIJT QPXFS XIFO EFࣾOJOH OPS
NBMJTBUJPO CZ FWBMVBUJPO BT B TFNBOUJDT UIF NPEFM DPOTUSVD
UJPO JT BGUFS BMM OPUIJOH CVU B MPHJDBM QSFEJDBUF "T B DPO
TFRVFODF JU TFFNT SBUIFS OBUVSBM UP DBMM ନଚଢ UIF GVOEBNFO
UBM MFNNB PG TFNBOUJDT 8F QSPWF JU JO B NPEVMF QBSBNF
UFSJTFE CZ B ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ XIJDI XPVME DPSSFTQPOE UP VTJOH B
4FDUJPO JO $PR *U JT EFࣾOFE CZ TUSVDUVSBM SFDVSTJPO PO UIF
UFSN &BDI DPOTUSVDUPS JT SFQMBDFE CZ JUT TFNBOUJD DPVOUFS
QBSU XIJDI DPNCJOFT UIF JOEVDUJPO IZQPUIFTFT GPS JUT TVC
UFSNTଢତଙପଡଚ ଀ଫଖଡ )༺ ң ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ༽ ༪* ବଝଚଧଚତଥଚଣ ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ༺ନଚଢ ң \ )ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽ ȥЈ )ా ѿ૾ତଢଥ* ༪ ^ନଚଢ ౦ )༝ଫଖଧ ৖* > ܓଫଖଧܔ )ଡତତଠପଥ ౦ ৖*ନଚଢ ౦ )৔ ༝% ৕* > ନଚଢ ౦ ৔ ܓ%ܔ ନଚଢ ౦ ৕ନଚଢ ౦ )༝ౠ ৃ* > ܓౠܔ )ౠ ౨ ৖ Јନଚଢ )଩ଝ\ ଩ଝ ^ ౨ ౦ ༝҆ ৖* ৃ*ନଚଢ ౦ ༝ܕܖ > ܓܕܖܔନଚଢ ౦ ༝଩଩ > ܓ଩଩ܔନଚଢ ౦ ༝ଛଛ > ܓଛଛܔନଚଢ ౦ )༝ଞଛ ৃ ৌ ৒* > ܓଞଛܔ )ନଚଢ ౦ ৃ* )ନଚଢ ౦ ৌ* )ନଚଢ ౦ ৒*
 4ZOUBY *T UIF *EFOUJUZ 4FNBOUJDT
"T XF IBWF FYQMBJOFE FBSMJFS UIJT XPSL IBT CFFO EJSFDUMZ
JOࣿVFODFE CZ .D#SJEF̤T 	
 NBOVTDSJQU *U TFFNT BQ
QSPQSJBUF UP TUBSU PVS FYQMPSBUJPO PG ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ XJUI UIF
UXP PQFSBUJPOT IF JNQMFNFOUT BT B TJOHMF USBWFSTBM 8F DBMM
UIFTF PQFSBUJPOT TZOUBDUJD CFDBVTF UIF DPNQVUBUJPOT JO UIF
NPEFM BSF BDUVBM UFSNT BOE BMNPTU BMM UFSN DPOTUSVDUPST
BSF LFQU BT UIFJS PXO TFNBOUJD DPVOUFSQBSU "T PCTFSWFE
CZ .D#SJEF JU JT FOPVHI UP QSPWJEF UISFF PQFSBUJPOT EF
TDSJCJOH UIF QSPQFSUJFT PG UIF WBMVFT JO UIF FOWJSPONFOU UP
HFU B GVMMCMPXO ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ 5IJT GBDU JT XJUOFTTFE CZ PVS
TJNQMF ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ SFDPSE UZQF UPHFUIFS XJUI UIF ନମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ
GVODUJPO UVSOJOH JUT JOIBCJUBOUT JOUP BTTPDJBUFE ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନଧଚଘତଧଙ ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ )༽ ң ଈତଙଚଡ* ң ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚଛ ଞଚଡଙ ଩ଝ ң )౨ ң ଏମ* Ј ଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ )༽ ౨*ଫଖଧഺ ң \ ౨ ԏ ༽ ౨ ^ܓଫଖଧܔ ң \ ༽ ౨ ȥЈ ଏଢ ౨ ^
ନମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ ң ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ ༽ Ј ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ༽ ଏଢନମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ ৓৙ৎ > ଡଚ଩ ତଥଚଣ ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ ৓৙ৎ ଞଣ ଧଚଘତଧଙ| ଩ଝ > ଩ଝ< ܓଫଖଧܔ > ܓଫଖଧܔ< ܓౠܔ > ౠ ৔ Ј ༝ౠ )৔ )ନ଩ଚଥ ଧଚଛ ଡ* ଫଖଧഺ* < @ܓ%ܔ@ > @༝%@< ܓܕܖܔ > ༝ܕܖ< ܓ଩଩ܔ > ༝଩଩< ܓଛଛܔ > ༝ଛଛ < ܓଞଛܔ > ༝ଞଛ ~
5IF TIBQF PG ܓౠܔ PS ܓܕܖܔ TIPVME OPU USJDL UIF SFBEFS
JOUP UIJOLJOH UIBU UIJT EFࣾOJUJPO QFSGPSNT TPNF TPSU PG !瘀-
FYQBOTJPO ନଚଢ JOEFFE POMZ FWFS VTFT POF PG UIFTF XIFO
UIF FWBMVBUFE UFSN̤T IFBE DPOTUSVDUPS JT BMSFBEZ SFTQFDUJWFMZ
B ༝ౠ PS B ༝ܕܖ *U JT UIFSFGPSF BCTPMVUFMZ QPTTJCMF UP EFࣾOF
SFOBNJOH PS TVCTUJUVUJPO VTJOH UIJT BQQSPBDI 8F DBO OPX
QPSU .D#SJEF̤T EFࣾOJUJPOT UP PVS GSBNFXPSL
'VODUPSJBMJUZ BMTP LOPXO BT 3FOBNJOH 0VS ࣾSTU FYBNQMF
PG B ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ PQFSBUJPO XPSLT XJUI WBSJBCMFT BT FOWJSPO
NFOU WBMVFT 8F IBWF BMSFBEZ EFࣾOFE UIJOOJOH FBSMJFS 	TFF
4FDUJPO 
 BOE XF DBO UVSO B WBSJBCMF JOUP B UFSN CZ VTJOH
UIF ༝ଫଖଧ DPOTUSVDUPS 5IF UZQF PG ନଚଢ TQFDJBMJTFE UP UIJT TF
NBOUJDT JT UIFO QSFDJTFMZ UIF QSPPG UIBU UFSNT BSF UIJOOBCMF଩ଝଏଢ ң )౨ ң ଏମ* Ј ଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ )ଏଢ ౨*଩ଝଏଢ ౨ ౦ ৔ > ଡଚ଩ ତଥଚଣ ଀ଫଖଡ ଍ଚଣଖଢଞଣଜ ଞଣ ନଚଢ ౦ ৔
4JNVMUBOFPVT 4VCTUJUVUJPO 0VS TFDPOE FYBNQMF PG B TF
NBOUJDT JT BOPUIFS TQJO PO UIF TZOUBDUJD NPEFM FOWJSPONFOU
WBMVFT BSF OPX UFSNT 8F HFU UIJOOJOH GPS UFSNT GSPN UIF
QSFWJPVT FYBNQMF "HBJO TQFDJBMJTJOH UIF UZQF PG ନଚଢ SF
WFBMT UIBU JU EFMJWFST QSFDJTFMZ UIF TJNVMUBOFPVT TVCTUJUVUJPOନପଗନ଩ ң )ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ଏଢ ి Ј ଏଢ ౨ ా Ј ଏଢ ౨ ిନପଗନ଩ ౦ ৔ > ଡଚ଩ ତଥଚଣ ଀ଫଖଡ ଎ପଗନ଩ଞ଩ପ଩ଞତଣ ଞଣ ନଚଢ ౦ ৔
 1SJOUJOH XJUI /BNFT
#FGPSF DPOTJEFSJOH UIF WBSJPVT NPEFM DPOTUSVDUJPOT JOWPMWFE
JO EFࣾOJOH OPSNBMJTBUJPO GVODUJPOT EFDJEJOH EJࣽFSFOU FRVB
UJPOBM UIFPSJFT MFU VTNBLF B EFUPVS UP B QFSIBQT TMJHIUMZNPSF
TVSQSJTJOH FYBNQMF PG B ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ QSJOUJOH XJUI OBNFT "
VTFSGBDJOH QSPKFDU XPVME OBUVSBMMZ BWPJE EJSFDUMZ CVJMEJOH B଎଩ଧଞଣଜ BOE SBUIFS DPOTUSVDU BO JOIBCJUBOU PG B NPSF TPQIJTUJ
DBUFE EBUBUZQF JO PSEFS UP HFOFSBUF B QSFUUJFS PVUQVU 	)VHIFT
 8BEMFS 
 #VU XF TUJDL UP UIF TJNQMFS TFUVQ BT
QSFUUZ QSJOUJOH JT OPU PVS GPDVT IFSF
5IJT FYBNQMF JT JOUFSFTUJOH GPS UXP SFBTPOT 'JSTUMZ UIF
EJTUJODUJPO CFUXFFO WBMVFT BOE DPNQVUBUJPOT JT PODF NPSF
JOTUSVNFOUBM XF HFU UP HJWF UIF QSPDFEVSF B QSFDJTF UZQF
HVJEJOH PVS JNQMFNFOUBUJPO 5IF FOWJSPONFOU DBSSJFT OBNFT
GPS UIF WBSJBCMFT DVSSFOUMZ JO TDPQF XIJMTU UIF DPNQVUB
UJPOT UISFBE B OBNFTVQQMZ 	B TUSFBN PG TUSJOHT
 UP CF VTFE
UP HFOFSBUF GSFTI OBNFT GPS CPVOE WBSJBCMFT *G UIF WBMVFT
JO UIF FOWJSPONFOU IBE UP CF DPNQVUBUJPOT UPP XF XPVME
OPU SPPU PVU TPNF GBVMUZ JNQMFNFOUBUJPOT FH B QSPHSBN
QJDLJOH B OFX OBNF FBDI UJNF B WBSJBCMF JT NFOUJPOFEଧଚଘତଧଙ ଉଖଢଚ )౨ ң ଏମ* )ా ң ૾ଭ ଏମ* ң ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚ
ଘତଣନ଩ଧପଘ଩ତଧ ଢଠଉ< ଛ ଞଚଡଙ ଜଚ଩ଉ ң ଎଩ଧଞଣଜଧଚଘତଧଙ ଋଧଞଣ଩ଚଧ )౨ ң ଏମ* )ా ң ૾ଭ ଏମ* ң ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚଘତଣନ଩ଧପଘ଩ତଧ ଢଠଋଛ ଞଚଡଙ ଧପଣଋ ң ଎଩ଖ଩ଚ )଎଩ଧଚଖଢ ଎଩ଧଞଣଜ* ଎଩ଧଞଣଜ
4FDPOEMZ UIF GBDU UIBU UIF NPEFM̤T DPNQVUBUJPO UZQF
JT B NPOBE BOE UIBU UIJT QPTFT OP QSPCMFN XIBUTPFWFS JO
UIJT GSBNFXPSL NFBOT JU JT BQQSPQSJBUF GPS IBOEMJOH MBO
HVBHFT XJUI FࣽFDUT 	.PHHJ 
 PS FࣽFDUGVM TFNBOUJDT
FH MPHHJOH UIF WBSJPVT GVODUJPO DBMMT )FSF JT UIF GVMM EFG
JOJUJPO PG UIF QSJOUFS BTTVNJOH UIF FYJTUFODF PG WBSJPVTଛତଧଢଖ଩ QSJNJUJWFT QJDLJOH B XBZ UP EJTQMBZ ༝ౠ ༝% BOE ༝ଞଛ ଋଧଞଣ଩ଞଣଜ ң ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ଉଖଢଚ ଋଧଞଣ଩ଚଧଋଧଞଣ଩ଞଣଜ > ଧଚଘତଧଙ| ଩ଝ > ౠ @ @Јଢଠଉ ҅ ଜଚ଩ଉ< ܓଫଖଧܔ > ଢଠଋ ҅ ଧଚ଩ପଧଣ ҅ ଜଚ଩ଉ< @ܓ%ܔ@ > ౠ ্ে ্৔ Ј ଢଠଋ )ଛତଧଢଖ଩% =%? ଧପଣଋ ্ে Ԉ ଧପଣଋ ্৔*< ܓౠܔ > ౠ ্ৃ Ј ଢଠଋ )ଜଚ଩ ??> ౠ ৎ৓ Ј ଡଚ଩ ৘༚ > ଝଚଖଙ ৎ৓ ଞଣଥପ଩ )଩ଖଞଡ ৎ৓* ??> ౠ @Јଧପଣଋ )্ৃ )ନ଩ଚଥ ଧଚଛ ଡ* )ଢଠଉ ৘༚** ??> ౠ ৃ༚ Јଧଚ଩ପଧଣ )ଛତଧଢଖ଩ౠ ৘༚ ৃ༚**< ܓܕܖܔ > ଢଠଋ )ଧଚ଩ପଧଣ ࢤൈ൉ࢤ*< ܓ଩଩ܔ > ଢଠଋ )ଧଚ଩ପଧଣ ࢤUUࢤ*< ܓଛଛܔ > ଢଠଋ )ଧଚ଩ପଧଣ ࢤGGࢤ*< ܓଞଛܔ > ౠ ্ৃ ্ৌ ্৒ Ј ଢଠଋ )ଛତଧଢଖ଩଄ଛ =%? ଧପଣଋ ্ৃ Ԉ ଧପଣଋ ্ৌ Ԉ ଧପଣଋ ্৒* ~
5IF FWBMVBUJPO GVODUJPO ନଚଢ XJMM EFMJWFS B QSJOUFS XIJDI
OFFET UP CF SVO PO B ଎଩ଧଚଖଢ PG EJTUJODU ଎଩ଧଞଣଜT 0VS EFࣾOJUJPO
PG ଣଖଢଚନ 	OPU TIPXO IFSF
 TJNQMZ DZDMFT UISPVHI UIF MFUUFST
PG UIF BMQIBCFU BOE HVBSBOUFTT VOJRVFOFTT CZ BQQFOEJOH B
OBUVSBM OVNCFS JODSFNFOUFE FBDI UJNF XF BSF CBDL BU UIF
CFHJOOJOH PG UIF DZDMF 5IJT DSVEF OBNF HFOFSBUJPO TUSBUFHZ
XPVME OBUVSBMMZ CF SFQMBDFE XJUI B NPSF TPQIJTUJDBUFE POF JO
B VTFSGBDJOH MBOHVBHF XF DPVME FH VTF OBNJOH IJOUT GPS
VTFSJOUSPEVDFE CJOEFST BOE UZQFCBTFE TDIFNFT PUIFSXJTF
	ে PS ৈ GPS GVODUJPO ৉T PS ৊T GPS JOUFHFST FUD

*O PSEFS UP LJDLTUBSU UIF FWBMVBUJPO XF TUJMM OFFE UP QSP
WJEF ଉଖଢଚT GPS FBDI POF PG UIF GSFF WBSJBCMFT JO TDPQF
8F EFMJWFS UIBU FOWJSPONFOU CZ B TJNQMF TUBUFGVM DPNQV
UBUJPO ଞଣଞ଩ DIPQQJOH Pࣽ BO JOJUJBM TFHNFOU PG UIF OBNF TVQQMZ
PG UIF BQQSPQSJBUF MFOHUI 5IF EFࣾOJUJPO PG ଥଧଞଣ଩ GPMMPXTଞଣଞ଩ ң ଎଩ଖ଩ଚ )଎଩ଧଚଖଢ ଎଩ଧଞଣଜ* ))ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ଉଖଢଚ ా *ଥଧଞଣ଩ ң ଏଢ ౨ ా Ј ଎଩ଧଞଣଜଥଧଞଣ଩ ৔ > ଡଚ଩ ତଥଚଣ ଀ଫଖଡ ଋଧଞଣ଩ଞଣଜ ଞଣଥଧତଟ഻ ))ଞଣଞ଩ ??> ౠ ౦ Ј ଧପଣଋ )ନଚଢ ౦ ৔** ଣଖଢଚନ*
8F DBO PCTFSWF ଥଧଞଣ଩̤T CFIBWJPVS CZ XSJUJOH B UFTU XF
TUBUF JU BT B QSPQPTJUJPOBM FRVBMJUZ BOE QSPWF JU VTJOH ଧଚଛ ଡ
GPSDJOH UIF UZQFDIFDLFS UP DIFDL UIBU CPUI FYQSFTTJPOT JOEFFE
DPNQVUF UP UIF TBNF OPSNBM GPSN )FSF XF EJTQMBZ UIF JEFO
UJUZ GVODUJPO EFࣾOFE JO B DPOUFYU PG TJ[F  "T XF DBO TFF
UIF CJOEFS SFDFJWFT UIF OBNF ࢤDࢤ CFDBVTF ࢤBࢤ BOE ࢤCࢤ
IBWF BMSFBEZ CFFO BTTJHOFE UP UIF GSFF WBSJBCMFT JO TDPQFଥଧଚ଩଩ମ଄ଙ ң )༝ౠ )༝ଫଖଧ ଯଚ** ӎ ࢤ͊D Dࢤଥଧଚ଩଩ମ଄ଙ > ଋ଀ଦ/ଧଚଛ ଡ
 /PSNBMJTBUJPO CZ &WBMVBUJPO
/PSNBMJTBUJPO CZ &WBMVBUJPO 	/#&
 JT B UFDIOJRVF MFWFSBH
JOH UIF DPNQVUBUJPOBM QPXFS PG B IPTU MBOHVBHF JO PSEFS UP
OPSNBMJTF FYQSFTTJPOT PG B EFFQMZ FNCFEEFE POF 5IF QSP
DFTT JT CBTFE PO Bଈତଙଚଡ DPOTUSVDUJPO EFTDSJCJOH B GBNJMZ PG
UZQFT CZ JOEVDUJPO PO JUT ଏମ JOEFY 5XP QSPDFEVSFT BSF UIFO
EFࣾOFE UIF ࣾSTU 	ଚଫଖଡ
 DPOTUSVDUT BO FMFNFOU PG ༪ ౨ ా QSP
WJEFE B XFMM UZQFE UFSN PG UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH ଏଢ ౨ ా UZQF
XIJMTU UIF TFDPOE 	ଧଚଞଛମ
 FYUSBDUT JO B UZQFEJSFDUFE NBOOFS
OPSNBM GPSNT ా ԏଣଛ ౨ GSPN FMFNFOUT PG UIF NPEFM ༪ ౨ ా 
/#& DPNQPTFT UIF UXP QSPDFEVSFT 5IF EFࣾOJUJPO PG UIJTଚଫଖଡ GVODUJPO JT B OBUVSBM DBOEJEBUF GPS PVS ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ GSBNF
XPSL /#& JT BMXBZT EFࣾOFE GPS B HJWFO FRVBUJPOBM UIFPSZ
XF TUBSU CZ SFDBMMJOH UIF WBSJPVT SVMFT B UIFPSZ NBZ TBUJTGZ
5IBOLT UP ଍ଚଣଖଢଞଣଜ BOE ଎ପଗନ଩ଞ଩ପ଩ଞତଣ SFTQFDUJWFMZ XF DBO
GPSNBMMZ EFࣾOF !瘀-FYQBOTJPO BOE !焀-SFEVDUJPO 5IF !瘀-SVMFT
TBZ UIBU GPS TPNF UZQFT UFSNT IBWF B DBOPOJDBM GPSN GVOD
UJPOT XJMM BMM CF !稀-IFBEFE XIJMTU SFDPSET XJMM DPMMFDU UIFJS
ࣾFMET ̟ IFSF UIJT NBLFT BMM FMFNFOUT PG ༝഻ FRVBM UP ༝ܕܖଚ଩ଖ ң \ ଏଢ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ȥЈ ଏଢ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ^ଚ଩ଖ ৔ > ༝ౠ )଩ଝଏଢ @ )ନ଩ଚଥ ଧଚଛ ଡ* ৔ ༝% ༝ଫଖଧ ଯଚ*
@ܕ@0ଫଖଧഺܖ ң \ ౨ ԏ ଏଢ ౩ ȥЈ ଏଢ ౨ ȥЈ ଏଢ ౩ ^৔ ܕ ৕ 0ଫଖଧഺܖ > ନପଗନ଩ )ଥଖଘଠ ༝ଫଖଧ ༝҆ ৕* ৔৔ ң ଏଢ 	౨ ༝Ј ౩
 ా৔λ ଚ଩ଖ ৔ ౜2 ৔ ң ଏଢ ༝഻ ా৔λ ༝ܕܖ ౜3
	༝ౠ ৔
 ༝% ৕λ ৔ ܕ ৕ 0ଫଖଧഺܖ౗
5IF !焀-SVMF JT UIF NBJO ESJWFS GPS BDUVBM DPNQVUBUJPO CVU UIF
QSFTFODF PG BO JOEVDUJWF EBUB UZQF 	༝഼
 BOE JUT FMJNJOBUPS
	༝ଞଛ 
 NFBOT XF IBWF GVSUIFS SFEFYFT XIFOFWFS UIF CPPMFBO
UIF FMJNJOBUPS CSBODIFT PO JT JO DBOPOJDBM GPSN XF NBZ
BQQMZ B !砀-SVMF 'JOBMMZ UIF !紀-SVMF MFUT VT SFEVDF VOEFSౠ
BCTUSBDUJPOT ̟ UIF EJTUJODUJPO CFUXFFO XFBLIFBE OPSNBM
JTBUJPO BOE TUSPOH OPSNBMJTBUJPO༝ଞଛ ༝଩଩ ৌ ৒λ ৌ ౞2 ༝ଞଛ ༝ଛଛ ৌ ৒λ ৒ ౞3 ৔λ ৕༝ౠ ৔λ ༝ౠ ৕ౣ
/PX UIBU XF IBWF SFDBMMFE BMM UIFTF SVMFT XF DBO UBML
QSFDJTFMZ BCPVU UIF TPSU PG FRVBUJPOBM UIFPSZ EFDJEFE CZ UIF
NPEFM DPOTUSVDUJPO XF DIPPTF UP QFSGPSN 8F TUBSU XJUI UIF
VTVBM EFࣾOJUJPO PG /#& XIJDI HPFT VOEFS !稀s BOE QSPEVDFT
!瘀-MPOH !焂砀-TIPSU OPSNBM GPSNT
 /PSNBMJTBUJPO CZ &WBMVBUJPO GPS ɪɱɶɯ
*O UIF DBTF PG /#& UIF FOWJSPONFOU WBMVFT BOE UIF DPN
QVUBUJPOT JO UIF NPEFM XJMM CPUI IBWF UIF TBNF UZQF ଆଧ
	TUBOEJOH GPS ̧,SJQLF̨
 EFࣾOFE CZ JOEVDUJPO PO UIF ଏମ BS
HVNFOU 5IF !瘀-SVMFT BMMPX VT UP SFQSFTFOU GVODUJPOT 	SFTQ
JOIBCJUBOUT PG ༝഻
 JO UIF TPVSDF MBOHVBHF BT GVODUJPO TQBDFT
	SFTQ ԑ
 *O "HEB UIFSF BSF OP TVDI SVMFT GPS CPPMFBO WBM
VFT 8F UIVT OFFE B OPUJPO PG TZOUBDUJD OPSNBM GPSNT 8F
QBSBNFUSJTF UIF NVUVBMMZ EFࣾOFE JOEVDUJWF GBNJMJFT ଉଚ BOEଉଛ CZ B QSFEJDBUF হ DPOTUSBJOJOH UIF UZQFT BU XIJDI POF NBZ
FNCFE B OFVUSBM BT B OPSNBM GPSN 5IJT NBLF JU QPTTJCMF UP
DPOUSPM UIF XBZ /#& ౜FYQBOET BMM UFSNT BU DFSUBJO UZQFTଙଖ଩ଖ ଉଚ ң ଈତଙଚଡ ବଝଚଧଚ༝ଫଖଧ ң \ ଑ଖଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଉଚ ౨ ^
@༝%@ ң \ ଉଚ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ȥЈ ଉଛ ౨ ȥЈ ଉଚ ౩ ^༝ଞଛ ң \ ଉଚ ༝഼ ȥЈ ଉଛ ౨ ȥЈ ଉଛ ౨ ȥЈ ଉଚ ౨ ^ଙଖ଩ଖ ଉଛ ң ଈତଙଚଡ ବଝଚଧଚ༝ଣଚ ң হ ౨ Ј \ ଉଚ ౨ ȥЈ ଉଛ ౨ ^༝ܕܖ ң \ ଉଛ ༝഻ ^༝଩଩ ༝ଛଛ ң \ ଉଛ ༝഼ ^༝ౠ ң \ ౨ ԏ ଉଛ ౩ ȥЈ ଉଛ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ^
0ODFNPSF UIF FYQFDUFE OPUJPOT PG UIJOOJOH ଩ଝଣଚ BOE ଩ଝଣଛ
BSF JOEVDFE BT ଉଛ BOE ଉଚ BSF TZOUBYFT 8F PNJU UIFJS QVSFMZ
TUSVDUVSBM JNQMFNFOUBUJPO IFSF BOE XJTI XF DPVME EP TP JO
TPVSDF DPEF UPP PVS DPOTUSVDUJPOT TP GBS IBWF CFFO TZOUBY
EJSFDUFE BOE DPVME TVSFMZ CF MFWFSBHFE CZ B HFOFSJD BDDPVOU
PG TZOUBYFT XJUI CJOEJOH 8F OPX EFࣾOF UIF NPEFM 5IF଍ QSFEJDBUF DIBSBDUFSJTJOH UIF UZQFT GPS XIJDI OFVUSBM UFSNT
NBZ CF DPOTJEFSFE OPSNBM JT IFSF FRVJWBMFOU UP UIF VOJU UZQF
GPS ༝഼ BOE UIF FNQUZ UZQF PUIFSXJTF 5IJT NBLFT VT VTF !瘀-
SVMFT FBHFSMZ BMM JOIBCJUBOUT PG ଉଛ ా ༝഻ BOE ଉଛ ా 	౨ ༝Ј ౩

BSF FRVBM UP ༝ܕܖ BOE ༝ౠIFBEFE SFTQFDUJWFMZ
5IF NPEFM DPOTUSVDUJPO UIFO GPMMPXT UIF VTVBM QBUUFSO
QJPOFFSFE CZ #FSHFS 	
 BOE GPSNBMMZ BOBMZTFE BOE UIPS
PVHIMZ FYQMBJOFE CZ $BUBSJOB $PRVBOE 	
 8F XPSL CZ
JOEVDUJPO PO UIF UZQF BOE EFTDSJCF !瘀-FYQBOEFE WBMVFT BMM JO
IBCJUBOUT PG ଆଧ ༝഻ ా BSF FRVBM BOE BMM FMFNFOUT PG ଆଧ 	౨ ༝Ј ౩
ా BSF GVODUJPOT JO "HEBଆଧ ң ଈତଙଚଡଆଧ ༝഻ > ଘତଣନ଩ ԑଆଧ ༝഼ > ଉଛ ༝഼ଆଧ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* > ؼ )ଆଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଆଧ ౩*
5IJT NPEFM JT EFࣾOFE CZ JOEVDUJPO PO UIF UZQF JO UFSNT FJ
UIFS PG TZOUBDUJD PCKFDUT 	ଉଛ 
 PS VTJOH UIFؼPQFSBUPS XIJDI
JT B DMPTVSF PQFSBUPS GPS 5IJOOJOHT "T TVDI JU JT USJWJBM UP
QSPWF UIBU GPS BMM UZQF ౨ ଆଧ ౨ JT ଏଝଞଣଣଖଗଡଚ "QQMJDBUJPO̤T
TFNBOUJD DPVOUFSQBSU JT FBTZ UP EFࣾOF HJWFO UIBU ༽ BOE ༪
BSF FRVBM JO UIJT JOTUBODF EFࣾOJUJPO XF KVTU GFFE UIF BSHV
NFOU EJSFDUMZ UP UIF GVODUJPO XJUI UIF JEFOUJUZ SFOBNJOHে %% ৔ > ে ଧଚଛ ଡ ৔ $POEJUJPOBM CSBODIJOH IPXFWFS JT NPSF
TVCUMF UIF CPPMFBO WBMVF ༝ଞଛ CSBODIFT PO NBZ CF B OFVUSBM
UFSN JO XIJDI DBTF UIF XIPMF FMJNJOBUJPO GPSN JT TUVDL 5IJT
GPSDFT VT UP EFࣾOF ଧଚଞଛମ BOE ଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ ࣾSTU 5IFTF GVODUJPOT
BMTP LOPXO BT RVPUF BOE VORVPUF SFTQFDUJWFMZ HJWF UIF JOUFS
QMBZ CFUXFFO OFVUSBM UFSNT NPEFM WBMVFT BOE OPSNBM GPSNTଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ QFSGPSNT B GPSN PG TFNBOUJD !瘀-FYQBOTJPO BMM TUVDL༝഻ UFSNT BSF FRVBUFE BOE BMM GVODUJPOT BSF ౠIFBEFE *U BM
MPXT VT UP EFࣾOF ଫଖଧഺ UIF TFNBOUJD DPVOUFSQBSU PG ༝ଫଖଧ ଯଚଧଚଞଛମ ң )౨ ң ଏମ* Ј \ ଆଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଉଛ ౨ ^ଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ ң )౨ ң ଏମ* Ј \ ଉଚ ౨ ȥЈ ଆଧ ౨ ^ଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ ༝഻ ৔ > ܕܖଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ ༝഼ ৔ > ༝ଣଚ @ ৔ଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ৔ > ౠ ౦ ৕ Ј ଡଚ଩ ৃ > ଩ଝଣଚ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ౦ ৔ଞଣ ଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ ౩ )ৃ ༝% ଧଚଞଛମ ౨ ৕*ଧଚଞଛମ ༝഻ ঻ > ༝ܕܖଧଚଞଛମ ༝഼ ঻ > ঻ଧଚଞଛମ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ঻ > ༝ౠ )ଧଚଞଛମ ౩ )঻ )ନ଩ଚଥ ଧଚଛ ଡ* )ଫଖଧഺ ౨***
8F DBO UIFO HJWF UIF TFNBOUJDT PG ༝ଞଛ  JG UIF CPPMFBO JT B
WBMVF UIF BQQSPQSJBUF CSBODI JT QJDLFE JG JU JT TUVDL UIF XIPMF
FYQSFTTJPO JT SFࣿFDUFE JO UIFNPEFMଞଛ ң \ ଆଧ ༝഼ ȥЈ ଆଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଆଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଆଧ ౨ ^ଞଛ ༝଩଩ ৌ ৒ > ৌଞଛ ༝ଛଛ ৌ ৒ > ৒ଞଛ )༝ଣଚ @ ঻ * ৌ ৒ > ଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ ౨ )༝ଞଛ ঻ )ଧଚଞଛମ ౨ ৌ* )ଧଚଞଛମ ౨ ৒**
8F DBO UIFO DPNCJOF UIFTF DPNQPOFOUT 5IF TFNBOUJDT
PG B ౠBCTUSBDUJPO JT TJNQMZ UIF JEFOUJUZ GVODUJPO UIF TUSVD
UVSF PG UIF GVODUJPOBM DBTF JO UIF EFࣾOJUJPO PG UIF NPEFM
NBUDIFT QSFDJTFMZ UIF TIBQF FYQFDUFE JO B ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ #F
DBVTF UIF FOWJSPONFOU DBSSJFT NPEFM WBMVFT UIF WBSJBCMF
DBTF JT USJWJBM 8F PCUBJO B OPSNBMJTFS CZ LJDLTUBSUJOH UIF
FWBMVBUJPO XJUI B EVNNZ FOWJSPONFOU PG SFࣿFDUFE WBSJBCMFTଉତଧଢଖଡଞନଚ ң ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ଆଧ ଆଧଉତଧଢଖଡଞନଚ > ଧଚଘତଧଙ| ଩ଝ > ଩ଝଆଧ< ܓଫଖଧܔ > ଞଙ< @ܓ%ܔ@ > @%%@ < ܓౠܔ > ଞଙ< ܓܕܖܔ > ܕܖ< ܓ଩଩ܔ > ༝଩଩< ܓଛଛܔ > ༝ଛଛ < ܓଞଛܔ > ଞଛ ~ଣଗଚ ң \ )ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ଆଧ ȥЈ )ా ѿ૾ତଢଥ* ଆଧ ^ଣଗଚ ౦ ৔ > ଡଚ଩ ତଥଚଣ ଀ଫଖଡ ଉତଧଢଖଡଞନଚ ଞଣ ନଚଢ ౦ ৔ଣତଧଢ ң )౨ ң ଏମ* Ј \ ଏଢ ౨ ȥЈ ଉଛ ౨ ^ଣତଧଢ ౨ ৔ > ଧଚଞଛମ ౨ )ଣଗଚ )ଥଖଘଠ )ଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ @ ҅ ༝ଫଖଧ** ৔*
 /PSNBMJTBUJPO CZ &WBMVBUJPO GPS ɪɱɶ
"T TFFO BCPWF UIF USBEJUJPOBM UZQFENPEFM DPOTUSVDUJPO MFBET
UP BO /#& QSPDFEVSF PVUQVUUJOH !焂砀-OPSNBM !瘀-MPOH UFSNT
)PXFWFS BDUVBM QSPPG TZTUFNT SFMZ PO FWBMVBUJPO TUSBUFHJFT
UIBU BWPJE BQQMZJOH !瘀-SVMFT BT NVDI BT QPTTJCMF VOTVSQSJT
JOHMZ JU JT B SBUIFS CBE JEFB UP !瘀-FYQBOE QSPPG UFSNT XIJDI
BSF BMSFBEZ MBSHF XIFO UZQFDIFDLJOH DPNQMFY EFWFMPQNFOUT
*O UIFTF TZTUFNT OPSNBM GPSNT BSF OFJUIFS !瘀-MPOH OPS !瘀-
TIPSU UIF !瘀-SVMF JT OFWFS EFQMPZFE FYDFQU XIFO DPNQBSJOH
B OFVUSBM BOE B DPOTUSVDUPSIFBEFE UFSN GPS FRVBMJUZ *OTUFBE
PG EFDMBSJOH UIFN EJTUJODU UIF BMHPSJUIN EPFT POF TUFQ PG !瘀-
FYQBOTJPO PO UIF OFVUSBM UFSN BOE DPNQBSFT UIFJS TVCUFSNT
TUSVDUVSBMMZ 5IF DPOWFSTJPO UFTU GBJMT POMZ XIFO DPOGSPOUFE
XJUI OFVUSBM UFSNT XJUI EJTUJODU IFBE WBSJBCMFT PS OPSNBM
GPSNT XJUI EJࣽFSFOU IFBE DPOTUSVDUPST
5P SFQSPEVDF UIJT CFIBWJPVS /#& NVTU CF BNFOEFE *U
JT QPTTJCMF UP BMUFS UIF NPEFM EFࣾOJUJPO EFTDSJCFE FBSMJFS TP
UIBU JU BWPJET VOOFDFTTBSZ !瘀-FYQBOTJPOT 8F QSPDFFE CZ FO
SJDIJOH UIF USBEJUJPOBM NPEFM XJUI FYUSB TZOUBDUJDBM BSUFGBDUT
JO B NBOOFS SFNJOJTDFOU PG $PRVBOE BOE %ZCKFS̤T 	
 BQ
QSPBDI UP EFࣾOJOH BO /#& QSPDFEVSF GPS UIF 4, DPNCJOBUPS
DBMDVMVT 5IFJS SFTPSUJOH UP HMVFJOH UFSNT UP FMFNFOUT PG UIF
NPEFM XBT EJDUBUFE CZ UIF TIFFS JNQPTTJCJMZ UP XSJUF B TFO
TJCMF SFJࣾDBUJPO QSPDFEVSF CVU JO IJOETJHIU JU QSPWJEFT VT
XJUI B QPXFSGVM UFDIOJRVF UP CVJME NPEFMT JOUFSOBMJ[JOH BM
UFSOBUJWF FRVBUJPOBM UIFPSJFT
5IJT MFBET VT UP VTJOH B QSFEJDBUF ଍ BMMPXJOH FNCFEEJOH
PG OFVUSBMT JOUP OPSNBM GPSNT BU BMM UZQFT BOE NVUVBMMZ EFࣾO
JOH UIF NPEFM 	ଆଧ
 UPHFUIFS XJUI UIF BDUJOH NPEFM 	ଂତ
ଆଧ ң ଈତଙଚଡଆଧ ౨ > ଉଚ ౨ ȥӻ ଂତ ౨ ଂତ ң ଈତଙଚଡଂତ ༝഻ > ଘତଣନ଩ ԑଂତ ༝഼ > ଘତଣନ଩ ૽ତତଡଂତ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* > ؼ )ଆଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଆଧ ౩*
.PTU DPNCJOBUPST BDUJOH PO UIJT NPEFM GPMMPX B QBUUFSO
TJNJMBS UP UIFJS DPVOUFSQBSṲT JO UIF QSFWJPVT TFDUJPO 4FNBO
UJD BQQMJDBUJPO JT NPSF JOUFSFTUJOH JO DBTF UIF GVODUJPO JT
B TUVDL UFSN XF HSPX JUT TQJOF CZ SFJGZJOH JUT BSHVNFOU
PUIFSXJTF XF IBWF BO "HEB GVODUJPO SFBEZ UP CF BQQMJFE
8F QSPDFFE TJNJMBSMZ GPS UIF EFࣾOJUJPO PG UIF TFNBOUJDBM
̧JG̨ 	PNJUUFE IFSF
 "MUPHFUIFS XF HFU BOPUIFS OPSNBMJTFS
XIJDI JT UIJT UJNF OPU QSPEVDJOH !瘀-MPOH OPSNBM GPSNT
@%%@ ң \ ଆଧ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ȥЈ ଆଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଆଧ ౩ ^)ଞଣଟ഻ ৎ৆* %% ৕ > ଞଣଟ഻ )ৎ৆ ༝% ଧଚଞଛମ @ ৕*)ଞଣଟ഼ ভ * %% ৕ > ভ ଧଚଛ ଡ ৕
 /PSNBMJTBUJPO CZ &WBMVBUJPO GPS ɪɱ
5IF EFDJTJPO UP BQQMZ UIF !瘀-SVMF MB[JMZ DBO CF QVTIFE FWFO
GVSUIFS POF NBZ GPSHP VTJOH UIF !紀-SVMF UPP BOE TJNQMZ QFS
GPSNXFBLIFBE OPSNBMJTBUJPO 5IJT ESJWFT DPNQVUBUJPO POMZ
XIFO BCTPMVUFMZ OFDFTTBSZ FH XIFO UXP UFSNT DPNQBSFE
GPS FRVBMJUZ IBWF NBUDIJOH IFBE DPOTUSVDUPST BOE POF OFFET
UP JOTQFDU UIFTF DPOTUSVDUPST̤ BSHVNFOUT UP DPODMVEF
5IF NPEFM DPOTUSVDUJPO JT NVDI MJLF UIF QSFWJPVT POF
FYDFQU UIBU TPVSDF UFSNT BSF OPX TUPSFE JO UIFNPEFM UPP 5IJT
NFBOT UIBU GSPN BO FMFNFOU PG UIF NPEFM POF DBO QJDL FJUIFS
UIF SFEVDFE WFSTJPO PG UIF JOQVU UFSN 	JF B TUVDL UFSN PS
UIF UFSN̤T DPNQVUBUJPOBM DPOUFOU
 PS UIF PSJHJOBM 8F FYQMPJU
UIJT BCJMJUZ NPTU OPUBCMZ JO SFJࣾDBUJPO XIFSF PODF XF IBWF
PCUBJOFE FJUIFS B IFBE DPOTUSVDUPS PS B IFBE WBSJBCMF OP
TVCUFSNT OFFE CF FWBMVBUFEଆଧ ң ଈତଙଚଡଆଧ ౨ > ଏଢ ౨ ȥ·)଒ଝଣଚ ౨ ȥӻ ଂତ ౨*
ଂତ ң ଈତଙଚଡଂତ ༝഻ > ଘତଣନ଩ ԑଂତ ༝഼ > ଘତଣନ଩ ૽ତତଡଂତ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* > ؼ )ଆଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଆଧ ౩*
 $14 5SBOTGPSNBUJPO
*O UIFJS HFOFSJD BDDPVOU PG DPOUJOVBUJPO QBTTJOH TUZMFT )BU
DMJࣽ BOE %BOWZ 	
 EFDPNQPTF CPUI DBMM CZ OBNF BOE
DBMM CZ WBMVF $14 USBOTGPSNBUJPOT JO UXP QIBTFT 5IF ࣾSTU
POF BO FNCFEEJOH PG UIF TPVSDF MBOHVBHF JOUP.PHHJ̤T.FUB
-BOHVBHF 	
 QJDLT BO FWBMVBUJPO TUSBUFHZ XIJMTU UIF TFD
POE POF JT B HFOFSJD FSBTVSF GSPN .PHHJ̤T .- CBDL UP UIF
PSJHJOBM MBOHVBHF -PPLJOH DMPTFMZ BU UIF TUSVDUVSF PG UIF
ࣾSTU QBTT XF DBO TFF UIBU JU JT BO JOTUBODF PG PVS 4FNBO
UJDT GSBNFXPSL -FU VT TUBSU XJUI UIF EFࣾOJUJPO PG .PHHJ̤T
.FUB -BOHVBHF *UT UZQFT BSF GBJSMZ TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE XF TJN
QMZ IBWF BO FYUSB DPOTUSVDUPS $@ GPS DPNQVUBUJPOT BOE UIF
BSSPX IBT CFFO UVSOFE JOUP B DPNQVUBUJPOBM BSSPX NFBOJOH
UIBU JUT DPEPNBJO JT DPOTJEFSFE UP CF B DPNQVUBUJPOBM UZQFଙଖ଩ଖ ૾ଏମ ң ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚ༝഻ ༝഼ ң ૾ଏମ
@༝Ј$@ ң ૾ଏମ Ј ૾ଏମ Ј ૾ଏମ$@ ң ૾ଏମ Ј ૾ଏମ
5IFO DPNFT UIF .FUB-BOHVBHF JUTFMG *U JODPSQPSBUFT ଏଢ
DPOTUSVDUPST BOE FMJNJOBUPST XJUI TMJHIUMZ EJࣽFSFOU UZQFT
WBMVF DPOTUSVDUPST BSF BTTPDJBUFE UP WBMVF UZQFT XIJMTU FMJN
JOBUPST 	BOE UIFJS CSBODIFT
 IBWF DPNQVUBUJPOBM UZQFT 5XP
OFX UFSN DPOTUSVDUPST IBWF CFFO BEEFE ༝ଧଚ଩ BOE @༝??>@
NBLF $@ BNPOBE 5IFZ DBO CF VTFE UP FYQMJDJUMZ TDIFEVMF UIF
FWBMVBUJPO PSEFS PG WBSJPVT TVCUFSNTଙଖ଩ଖ ଈଡ ң ૾ଏମ Ј ૾ଭ ૾ଏମ Ј ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚ༝ଫଖଧ ң \ ଑ଖଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଈଡ ౨ ^
@༝%@ ң \ ଈଡ )౨ ༝Ј$ ౩* ȥЈ ଈଡ ౨ ȥЈ ଈଡ )$ ౩* ^༝ܕܖ ң \ ଈଡ ༝഻ ^༝଩଩ ༝ଛଛ ң \ ଈଡ ༝഼ ^༝ଧଚ଩ ң \ ଈଡ ౨ ȥЈ ଈଡ )$ ౨* ^
@༝??>@ ң \ ଈଡ )$ ౨* ȥЈ ଈଡ )౨ ༝Ј$ ౩* ȥЈ ଈଡ )$ ౩* ^༝ౠ ң \ ౨ ԏ ଈଡ )$ ౩* ȥЈ ଈଡ )౨ ༝Ј$ ౩* ^༝ଞଛ ң \ ଈଡ ༝഼ ȥЈ ଈଡ )$ ౨* ȥЈ ଈଡ )$ ౨* ȥЈ ଈଡ )$ ౨* ^
"T FYQMBJOFE JO )BUDMJࣽ BOE %BOWZ̤T QBQFS UIF USBOTMB
UJPO GSPN ଏମ UP ૾ଏମ ࣾYFT UIF DBMMJOH DPOWFOUJPO UIF $14
USBOTMBUJPO XJMM IBWF #PUI DBMM CZ OBNF 	૾૽଑
 BOE DBMM CZ
WBMVF 	૾૽଑
 DBO CF FODPEFE 5IFZ CFIBWF UIF TBNF XBZ
PO CBTF UZQFT 	BOE XF HSPVQ UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH FRVBUJPOT
VOEFS UIF ૾૽ଓ OBNF
 CVU EJࣽFS JO DBTF PG UIF GVODUJPO
TQBDF *O ૾૽ଉ UIF BSHVNFOU PG B GVODUJPO JT B DPNQVUBUJPO
XIJMTU JU JT FYQFDUFE UP IBWF CFFO GVMMZ FWBMVBUFE JO ૾૽଑૾૽ଓ ң ଏମ Ј ૾ଏମ૾૽ଓ ༝഻ > ༝഻૾૽ଓ ༝഼ > ༝഼૾૽ଉ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* > )$ ૾૽ଉ ౨* ༝Ј$ ૾૽ଉ ౩૾૽଑ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* > ૾૽଑ ౨ ༝Ј$ ૾૽଑ ౩
'SPN UIFTF USBOTMBUJPOT XF DBO EFTDSJCFE UIF SFTQFDUJWF
JOUFSQSFUBUJPOT PG WBSJBCMFT BOE UFSNT GPS UIF UXP $14 USBOT
GPSNBUJPOT *O CPUI DBTFT UIF SFUVSO UZQF PG UIF DPNQJMFE
UFSN JT B DPNQVUBUJPOBM UZQF UIF TPVSDF UFSN JT B TJNQMF
ଏଢ BOE BT TVDI DBO DPOUBJO SFEFYFT 7BSJBCMFT UIFO QMBZ
EJࣽFSFOU SPMFT JO UIF CZ OBNF TUSBUFHZ UIFZ BSF BMM DPNQV
UBUJPOT XIFSFBT JO UIF CZ WBMVF POF UIFZ BSF FYQFDUFE UP CF
FWBMVBUFE BMSFBEZ 5IJT MFBET UP UIF GPMMPXJOH EFࣾOJUJPOT଑ଖଧଉ ౨ ా > ଑ଖଧ )$ ૾૽ଉ ౨* )ଢଖଥ૾ଭ )$@ ҅ ૾૽ଉ* ా *ଈଡଉ ౨ ా > ଈଡ )$ ૾૽ଉ ౨* )ଢଖଥ૾ଭ )$@ ҅ ૾૽ଉ* ా *଑ଖଧ଑ ౨ ా > ଑ଖଧ )૾૽଑ ౨* )ଢଖଥ૾ଭ ૾૽଑ ా *ଈଡ଑ ౨ ా > ଈଡ )$ ૾૽଑ ౨* )ଢଖଥ૾ଭ ૾૽଑ ా *
'JOBMMZ UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ DBO CF EFࣾOFE 	DPEF
PNJUUFE IFSF
 BOE XF HFU UIF UXP $14 USBOTGPSNBUJPOT CZ
DSFBUJOH EVNNZ FOWJSPONFOUT UP LJDLTUBSU UIF FWBMVBUJPO૾ଋ଎ଉ ң ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ଑ଖଧଉ ଈଡଉ૾ଋ଎଑ ң ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ଑ଖଧ଑ ଈଡ଑ଘଥନଉ ң \ ଏଢ ౨ ȥЈ ଈଡଉ ౨ ^ଘଥନଉ > ଡଚ଩ ତଥଚଣ ଀ଫଖଡ ૾ଋ଎ଉ ଞଣ ନଚଢ ଙପଢଢମବଝଚଧଚ ଙପଢଢମ > ଥଖଘଠ )ଢଖଥ଑ଖଧ )$@ ҅ ૾૽ଉ**ଘଥନ଑ ң \ ଏଢ ౨ ȥЈ ଈଡ଑ ౨ ^ଘଥନ଑ > ଡଚ଩ ତଥଚଣ ଀ଫଖଡ ૾ଋ଎଑ ଞଣ ନଚଢ ଙପଢଢମବଝଚଧଚ ଙପଢଢମ > ଥଖଘଠ )ଢଖଥ଑ଖଧ ૾૽଑*
 1SPWJOH 1SPQFSUJFT PG 4FNBOUJDT
5IBOLT UP ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ XF IBWF BMSFBEZ TBWFE XPSL CZ OPU SF
JUFSBUJOH UIF TBNF USBWFSTBMT .PSFPWFS UIJT EJTDJQMJOFE BQ
QSPBDI UP CVJMEJOH NPEFMT BOE EFࣾOJOH UIF BTTPDJBUFE FWBMV
BUJPO GVODUJPOT DBO IFMQ VT SFGBDUPS UIF QSPPGT PG TPNF QSPQ
FSUJFT PG UIFTF TFNBOUJDT
*OTUFBE PG VTJOH QSPPG TDSJQUT BT #FOUPO FU BM 	

EP XF EFTDSJCF BCTUSBDUMZ UIF DPOTUSBJOUT UIF MPHJDBM SFMB
UJPOT 	3FZOPMET 
 EFࣾOFE PO DPNQVUBUJPOT 	BOE FOWJ
SPONFOU WBMVFT
 IBWF UP SFTQFDU UP FOTVSF UIBU FWBMVBUJOH B
UFSN JO SFMBUFE FOWJSPONFOUT QSPEVDFT SFMBUFE PVUQVUT 5IJT
HJWFT VT B HFOFSJD GSBNFXPSL UP TUBUF BOE QSPWF JO POF HP
QSPQFSUJFT BCPVU BMM PG UIFTF TFNBOUJDT
0VS ࣾSTU FYBNQMF PG TVDI B GSBNFXPSL XJMM TUBZ TJNQMF
PO QVSQPTF )PXFWFS JU JT OP NFSF CVSFBVDSBDZ UIF SFTVMU
QSPWFO IFSF XJMM BDUVBMMZ CF VTFGVM JO UIF OFYU TFDUJPO XIFO
DPOTJEFSJOH NPSF DPNQMFY QSPQFSUJFT
 5IF 4JNVMBUJPO 3FMBUJPO
5IJT ࣾSTU FYBNQMF JT EFTDSJCJOH UIF SFMBUJPOBM JOUFSQSFUBUJPO
PG UIF UFSNT *U TIPVME HJWF UIF SFBEFS B HPPE JOUSPEVDUJPO
UP UIF TFUVQ CFGPSF XF UBLF PO NPSF DPNQMFYJUZ 5IF UZQFT
JOWPMWFE NJHIU MPPL B CJU TDBSJMZ BCTUSBDU CVU UIF JEFB JT
SBUIFS TJNQMF XF IBWF B ଎ଞଢପଡଖ଩ଞତଣ CFUXFFO UXP ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ
XIFO FWBMVBUJOH B UFSN JO SFMBUFE FOWJSPONFOUT ZJFMET SFMBUFE
WBMVFT 5IF CVML PG UIF XPSL JT UP NBLF UIJT JOUVJUJPO GPSNBM
5IF FWJEFODF UIBU XF IBWF B ଎ଞଢପଡଖ଩ଞତଣ CFUXFFO UXP଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ JT QBDLBHFE JO B SFDPSE JOEFYFE CZ UIF TFNBOUJDT BT
XFMM BT UXP SFMBUJPOT 8F DBMM ଍ଈତଙଚଡ 	GPS 3FMBUJPOBM.PEFM

UIF UZQF PG UIFTF SFMBUJPOT UIF ࣾSTU POF 	༽হ
 SFMBUFT WBMVFT
JO UIF SFTQFDUJWF FOWJSPONFOUT BOE UIF TFDPOE POF 	༪হ
 EF
TDSJCFT TJNVMBUJPO GPS DPNQVUBUJPOT
ଧଚଘତଧଙ ଎ଞଢପଡଖ଩ଞତଣ)༺ૼ ң ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ༽ૼ ༪ૼ* )༺૽ ң ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ༽૽ ༪૽*)༽଍ ң ଍ଈତଙଚଡ ༽ૼ ༽૽* )༪଍ ң ଍ଈତଙଚଡ ༪ૼ ༪૽* ң ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚ
5IF SFDPSE̤T ࣾFMET TBZ XIBU TUSVDUVSF UIFTF SFMBUJPOT OFFE
UP IBWF ༽଍଩ଝ TUBUFT UIBU UXP TJNJMBS FOWJSPONFOUT DBO CFUIJOOFE XIJMTU TUBZJOH JO TJNVMBUJPO *U JT TUBUFE VTJOH UIF༝ѭ\@^ QSFEJDBUF USBOTGPSNFS 	PNJUUFE IFSF
 XIJDI MJGUT ༽হ UP
DPOUFYUT JO B QPJOUXJTFNBOOFS༽଍଩ଝ ң ༝ѭ\ ༽଍ ^ ౦ૼ ౦૽ Ј༝ѭ\ ༽଍ ^ )଩ଝ\ ༺ૼ/଩ଝ ^ ৉ৎৄ ౦ૼ* )଩ଝ\ ༺૽/଩ଝ ^ ৉ৎৄ ౦૽*
8F UIFO IBWF UIF SFMBUJPOBM DPVOUFSQBSUT PG UIF UFSN DPO
TUSVDUPST 5P MJHIUFO UIF QSFTFOUBUJPO XF JOUSPEVDF੉ XIJDI
TUBUFT UIBU UIF FWBMVBUJPO PG B UFSN JO EJTUJODU DPOUFYUT ZJFMET
SFMBUFE DPNQVUBUJPOT "OE XF GPDVT PO UIF NPTU JOUFSFTUJOH
DPNCJOBUPST HJWJOH POMZ POF DIBSBDUFSJTUJD FYBNQMF PG UIF
SFNBJOJOH POFT੉ ң ଏଢ ౨ ా Ј )ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽ૼ ి Ј )ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽૽ ి Ј ଎ଚ଩੉ ৔ ౦ૼ ౦૽ > ଧଢତଙଚଡ ༪଍ )ନଚଢૼ ౦ૼ ৔* )ନଚଢ૽ ౦૽ ৔*
0VS ࣾSTU JOUFSFTUJOH DBTF JT UIF SFMBUJPOBM DPVOUFSQBSU PG༝ଫଖଧ B WBSJBCMF FWBMVBUFE JO UXP SFMBUFE FOWJSPONFOUT ZJFMET
SFMBUFE DPNQVUBUJPOT *O PUIFS XPSET ܓଫଖଧܔ UVSOT SFMBUFE WBM
VFT JO SFMBUFE DPNQVUBUJPOT଍ܓଫଖଧܔ ң ༝ѭ\ ༽଍ ^ ౦ૼ ౦૽ Ј੉ )༝ଫଖଧ ৖* ౦ૼ ౦૽
5IF TFDPOE BOE QSPCBCMZ NPTU JOUFSFTUJOH DBTF JT UIF
SFMBUJPOBM DPVOUFSQBSU UP UIF ܓౠܔ DPNCJOBUPS 5IF BCJMJUZ UP
FWBMVBUF UIF CPEZ PG B ༝ౠ JO UIJOOFE FOWJSPONFOUT FBDI FY
UFOEFE CZ SFMBUFE WBMVFT BOE EFMJWFS TJNJMBS WBMVFT JT FOPVHI
UP HVBSBOUFF UIBU FWBMVBUJOH UIF ౠT JO UIF PSJHJOBM FOWJSPO
NFOUTXJMM QSPEVDF TJNJMBS WBMVFT଍ܓౠܔ ң )৒ ң ѭ ৉ৎৄ Ј ଧଢତଙଚଡ ༽଍ ৕ૼ ৕૽ Јଡଚ଩ ౦ૼ༡ > ଩ଝ\ ༺ૼ/଩ଝ ^ ৉ৎৄ ౦ૼ ༝҆ ৕ૼ౦૽༡ > ଩ଝ\ ༺૽/଩ଝ ^ ৉ৎৄ ౦૽ ༝҆ ৕૽ଞଣ ੉ ৃ ౦ૼ༡ ౦૽༡* Ј༝ѭ\ ༽଍ ^ ౦ૼ ౦૽ Ј੉ )༝ౠ ৃ* ౦ૼ ౦૽
"MM UIF SFNBJOJOH DBTFT GPMMPX TVJU BTTVNJOH UIBU UIF
FWBMVBUJPO PG TVCUFSNT QSPEVDFT SFMBUFE DPNQVUBUJPOT BOE
UIBU UIF DVSSFOU FOWJSPONFOUT BSF SFMBUFE XF DPODMVEF UIBU
UIF FWBMVBUJPO PG UIF XIPMF UFSN TIPVME ZJFME SFMBUFE DPNQV
UBUJPOT 8F TIPX IFSF UIF SFMBUJPOBM DPVOUFSQBSU PG UIF BQQMJ
DBUJPO DPOTUSVDUPS BOE PNJU UIF SFNBJOJOH POFT଍ܓ%ܔ ң ੉ ে ౦ૼ ౦૽ Ј੉ ৔ ౦ૼ ౦૽ Ј༝ѭ\ ༽଍ ^ ౦ૼ ౦૽ Ј੉ )ে ༝% ৔* ౦ૼ ౦૽
5IJT TQFDJࣾDBUJPO JT POMZ VTFGVM JG TPNF TFNBOUJDT TBUJTGZ
JU BOE JG HJWFO UIBU UIFTF DPOTUSBJOUT BSF TBUJTࣾFE XF DBO
QSPWF UIF GVOEBNFOUBM MFNNB PG TJNVMBUJPOT TUBUJOH UIBU UIF
FWBMVBUJPO PG B UFSN PO SFMBUFE JOQVUT ZJFMET SFMBUFE PVUQVU
5IFPSFN  	'VOEBNFOUBM -FNNB PG 4JNVMBUJPOT
 (JWFO
UXP 4FNBOUJDT ༺ন BOE ༺঩ JO TJNVMBUJPO XJUI SFTQFDU UP
SFMBUJPOT ༽হ GPS WBMVFT BOE ༪হ GPS DPNQVUBUJPOT XF IBWF
'PS BOZ UFSN ৔ BOE FOWJSPONFOUT ౦ন BOE ౦঩ JG UIF UXP
FOWJSPONFOUT BSF ༽হSFMBUFE JO B QPJOUXJTF NBOOFS UIFO UIF
TFNBOUJDT BTTPDJBUFE UP ৔ CZ ༺ন VTJOH ౦ন JT ༪হSFMBUFE UP
UIF POF BTTPDJBUFE UP ৔ CZ ༺঩ VTJOH ౦঩
1SPPG 5IF QSPPG JT B TUSVDUVSBM JOEVDUJPO PO ৔ MJLF UIF POF
VTFE UP EFࣾOF ନଚଢ *U VTFT UIF DPNCJOBUPST QSPWJEFE CZ UIF
DPOTUSBJOU UIBU ༺ন BOE ༺঩ BSF JO TJNVMBUJPO UP NBLF VTF PG
UIF JOEVDUJPO IZQPUIFTFT
$PSPMMBSZ  	3FOBNJOH JT B 4VCTUJUVUJPO
 "QQMZJOH B SF
OBNJOH ౦ UP B UFSN ৔ BNPVOUT UP BQQMZJOH UIF TVCTUJUVUJPOଢଖଥ଀ଣଫ ༝ଫଖଧ ౦ UP UIBU TBNF UFSN ৔
1SPPG 5IJT JT TIPXO CZ JOTUBOUJBUJOH UIF GVOEBNFOUBM MFNNB
PG TJNVMBUJPOT GPS UIF TQFDJBM DBTF XIFSF ༺ন JT ଍ଚଣଖଢଞଣଜ༺঩ JT ଎ପଗନ଩ଞ଩ପ଩ଞତଣ ༽হ ৖ ৔ JT ༝ଫଖଧ ৖ ӎ ৔ 	JO PUIFS XPSET UIF
UFSNT JO UIF TVCTUJUVUJPO BSF QSFDJTFMZ UIF WBSJBCMFT JO UIF
SFOBNJOH
 BOE ༪হ JT QSPQPTJUJPOBM FRVBMJUZ
5IF DPOTUSBJOUT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF WBSJPVT DPNCJOBUPST
BSF NVOEBOF QSPQPTJUJPOBM FRVBMJUZ JT B DPOHSVFODF
"OPUIFS DPSPMMBSZ PG UIF TJNVMBUJPO MFNNB SFMBUFT /#& UP
JUTFMG 5IJT NBZ TFFN CVSFBVDSBUJD CVU JU JT DSVDJBM UIF NPEFM
EFࣾOJUJPO ଆଧ VTFT UIF IPTU MBOHVBHF̤T GVODUJPO TQBDF XIJDI
DPOUBJOT NPSF GVODUJPOT UIBO TJNQMZ UIF POFT PCUBJOFE CZ
FWBMVBUJOH B ౠUFSN 5IFTF FYPUJD GVODUJPOT IBWF VOEFTJSBCMF
CFIBWJPVST BOE OFFE UP CF SVMFE PVU UP FOTVSF UIBU OPSNBMJ
TBUJPO IBT HPPE QSPQFSUJFT 5IJT JT EPOF CZ EFࣾOJOH B 1BSUJBM
&RVJWBMFODF 3FMBUJPO 	.JUDIFMM 
 	1&3
 PO UIF NPEFM
UIF FMFNFOUT FRVBM UP UIFNTFMWFT XJMM CF HVBSBOUFFE UP CF
XFMM CFIBWFE 8F TIPX UIBU HJWFO BO FOWJSPONFOU PG WBMVFT
1&3SFMBUFE UP UIFNTFMWFT UIF FWBMVBUJPO PG B ౠUFSN QSP
EVDFT B DPNQVUBUJPO FRVBM UP JUTFMG UPP
8F TUBSU CZ EFࣾOJOH UIF 1&3 GPS UIF NPEFM *U JT DPO
TUSVDUFE CZ JOEVDUJPO PO UIF UZQF BOE FOTVSFT UIBU UFSNT
XIJDI CFIBWF UIF TBNF FYUFOTJPOBMMZ BSF EFDMBSFE FRVBM
5XP WBMVFT PG UZQF ༝഻ BSF BMXBZT USJWJBMMZ FRVBM WBMVFT
PG UZQF ༝഼ BSF OPSNBM GPSNT BOE BSF EFDMBSFE FRVBM XIFO
UIFZ BSF FࣽFDUJWFMZ TZOUBDUJDBMMZ UIF TBNF ࣾOBMMZ GVOD
UJPOT BSF FRVBM XIFOFWFS FRVBM JOQVUT NBQ UP FRVBM PVUQVUTଋ଀଍ ң )౨ ң ଏମ* Ј \ ଆଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଆଧ ౨ ȥЈ ଘତଣନ଩ ଎ଚ଩ ^ଋ଀଍ ༝഻ ঻ ় > ԑଋ଀଍ ༝഼ ঻ ় > ঻ ӎ ়ଋ଀଍ )౨ ༝Ј ౩* ঻ ় > ѭ ৉ৎৄ Ј ଋ଀଍ ౨ ঽ া Јଋ଀଍ ౩ )঻ ৉ৎৄ ঽ * )় ৉ৎৄ া *
*U JT JOEFFE B 1&3 BT XJUOFTTFE CZ UIF 	PNJUUFE IFSF

QSPPGT UIBU ଋ଀଍ ౨ JT TZNNFUSJD BOE USBOTJUJWF *U BMTP SFTQFDUT
UIF OPUJPO PG UIJOOJOH EFࣾOFE GPSଆଧନମଢଋ଀଍ ң ଋ଀଍ ౨ ঺ ঻ Ј ଋ଀଍ ౨ ঻ ঺
଩ଧଖଣନଋ଀଍ ң ଋ଀଍ ౨ ঺ ঻ Ј ଋ଀଍ ౨ ঻ ় Ј ଋ଀଍ ౨ ঺ ়଩ଝଋ଀଍ ң ଋ଀଍ ౨ ঻ ় Ј ଋ଀଍ ౨ )଩ଝଆଧ ౨ ৉ৎৄ ঻ * )଩ଝଆଧ ౨ ৉ৎৄ ়*
5IF JOUFSQMBZ PG SFࣿFDU BOE SFJGZ XJUI UIJT OPUJPO PG
FRVBMJUZ IBT UP CF EFTDSJCFE JO POF HP CFDBVTF PG UIFJS
NVUVBM EFࣾOJUJPO *U DPOࣾSNT UIBU ଋ଀଍ JT BO BQQSPQSJBUF
OPUJPO PG TFNBOUJD FRVBMJUZ ଋ଀଍SFMBUFE WBMVFT BSF SFJࣾFE
UP QSPQPTJUJPOBMMZ FRVBM OPSNBM GPSNT XIJMTU QSPQPTJUJPO
BMMZ FRVBM OFVUSBM UFSNT BSF SFࣿFDUFE UP ଋ଀଍SFMBUFE WBMVFTଧଚଞଛମଋ଀଍ ң ଋ଀଍ ౨ ঻ ় Ј ଧଚଞଛମ ౨ ঻ ӎ ଧଚଞଛମ ౨ ়ଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ଋ଀଍ ң ৔ ӎ ৕ Ј ଋ଀଍ ౨ )ଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ ౨ ৔* )ଧଚଛ ଡଚଘ଩ ౨ ৕*
5IBU TV( cFT UP TIPX UIBU FWBMVBUJOH B UFSN JO UXP FOWJ
SPONFOUT SFMBUFE QPJOUXJTF CZ ଋ଀଍ ZJFMET UXP TFNBOUJD PC
KFDUT UIFNTFMWFT SFMBUFE CZ ଋ଀଍
$PSPMMBSZ  	/P FYPUJD WBMVFT
 5IF FWBMVBUJPO PG B UFSN ৔
JO BO FOWJSPONFOU PG WBMVFT FRVBM UP UIFNTFMWFT BDDPSEJOH UPଋ଀଍ ZJFMET B WBMVF FRVBM UP JUTFMG BDDPSEJOH UP ଋ଀଍
1SPPG #Z UIF GVOEBNFOUBM MFNNB PG TJNVMBUJPOT XJUI ༺ন
BOE ༺঩ FRVBM UP ଉତଧଢଖଡଞନଚ ༽হ BOE ༪হ UP ଋ଀଍
8F DBO NPWF PO UP UIF NPSF DPNQMFY FYBNQMF PG B QSPPG
GSBNFXPSL CVJMU HFOFSJDBMMZ PWFS PVS OPUJPO PG ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ
 'VTJPOT PG &WBMVBUJPOT
8IFO TUVEZJOH UIF NFUBUIFPSZ PG B DBMDVMVT POF TZTUFNBU
JDBMMZ OFFET UP QSPWF GVTJPO MFNNBT GPS WBSJPVT TFNBOUJDT
'PS JOTUBODF #FOUPO FU BM 	
 QSPWF TJY TVDI MFNNBT SF
MBUJOH SFOBNJOH TVCTUJUVUJPO BOE B UZQFGVM TFNBOUJDT FNCFE
EJOH UIFJS DBMDVMVT JOUP $PR 5IJT PCTFSWBUJPO OBUVSBMMZ MFE
VT UP EFࣾOJOH B GVTJPO GSBNFXPSL EFTDSJCJOH IPX UP SFMBUF
UISFF TFNBOUJDT UIF QBJS XF TFRVFODF BOE UIFJS TFRVFOUJBM
DPNQPTJUJPO 5IF GVOEBNFOUBM MFNNB XF QSPWF DBO UIFO CF
JOTUBOUJBUFE TJY UJNFT UP EFSJWF UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH DPSPMMBSJFT
5IF FWJEFODF UIBU ༺ন ༺঩ BOE ༺প BSF TVDI UIBU ༺ন
GPMMPXFE CZ ༺঩ JT FRVJWBMFOU UP ༺প 	FH ଎ପଗନ଩ଞ଩ପ଩ଞତଣ GPM
MPXFE CZ ଍ଚଣଖଢଞଣଜ DBO CF SFEVDFE UP ଎ପଗନ଩ଞ଩ପ଩ଞତଣ
 JT QBDLFE
JO B SFDPSE ଁପନଖଗଡଚ JOEFYFE CZ UIF UISFF TFNBOUJDT CVU BMTP
UISFF SFMBUJPOT 5IF ࣾSTU POF 	༽হ঩প 
 TUBUFT XIBU JU NFBOTGPS UXP FOWJSPONFOU WBMVFT PG ༺঩ BOE ༺প SFTQFDUJWFMZ UP
CF SFMBUFE 5IF TFDPOE POF 	༽হ
 DIBSBDUFSJTFT UIF USJQMFT PG
FOWJSPONFOUT 	POF GPS FBDI POF PG UIF TFNBOUJDT
 XIJDI BSF
DPNQBUJCMF 5IF MBTU POF 	༪হ
 SFMBUFT WBMVFT JO ༺঩ BOE ༺প̤T
NPEFMTଧଚଘତଧଙ ଁପନଖଗଡଚ )༺ૼ ң ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ༽ૼ ༪ૼ*)༺૽ ң ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ༽૽ ༪૽* )༺૾ ң ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ༽૾ ༪૾*)༽଍૽૾ ң ଍ଈତଙଚଡ ༽૽ ༽૾*)༽଍ ң )ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽ૼ ి Ј )ి ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽૽ ృ Ј)ా ѿ଀ଣଫ* ༽૾ ృ Ј ଎ଚ଩*)༪଍ ң ଍ଈତଙଚଡ ༪૽ ༪૾* ң ଎ଚ଩ ବଝଚଧଚ
"T CFGPSF NPTU PG UIF ࣾFMET PG UIJT SFDPSE EFTDSJCF XIBU
TUSVDUVSF UIFTF SFMBUJPOT OFFE UP IBWF )PXFWFS XF TUBSU XJUI
TPNFUIJOH TMJHIUMZ EJࣽFSFOU HJWFO UIBU XF BSF QMBOJOH UP SVO
UIF ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ ༺঩ BGUFS IBWJOH SVO ༺ন XF OFFE UXP DPNQP
OFOUT B XBZ UP FYUSBDU B UFSN GSPN BO ༺ন BOE B XBZ UP NBO
VGBDUVSF B EVNNZ ༺ন WBMVF XIFO HPJOH VOEFS B CJOEFS 0VS
ࣾSTU UXP ࣾFMET BSF UIFSFGPSFଧଚଞଛମૼ ң \ ༪ૼ ౨ ȥЈ ଏଢ ౨ ^ଫଖଧૼഺ ң \ ౨ ԏ ༽ૼ ౨ ^
5IFO DPNF UXP DPOTUSBJOUT EFBMJOH XJUI UIF SFMBUJPOT UBML
JOH BCPVU FWBMVBUJPO FOWJSPONFOUT ༽଍҆ UFMMT VT IPX UP FYUFOE SFMBUFE FOWJSPONFOUT POF TIPVME CF BCMF UP QVTI SFMBUFE
WBMVFT POUP UIF FOWJSPONFOUT GPS ༺঩ BOE ༺প XIJMTU NFSFMZ
FYUFOEJOH UIF POF GPS ༺ন XJUI UIF UPLFO WBMVF ଫଖଧഺૼ༽଍଩ଝ HVBSBOUFFT UIBU JU JT BMXBZT QPTTJCMF UP UIJO UIF FOWJSPONFOUT GPS ༺঩ BOE ༺প JO B ༽হ QSFTFSWJOH NBOOFS༽଍҆ ң ༽଍ ౦ૼ ౦૽ ౦૾ Ј ଧଢତଙଚଡ ༽଍૽૾ ৕૽ ৕૾ Јଡଚ଩ ౦ૼ༡ > ଩ଝ\ ༺ૼ/଩ଝ ^ )ନ଩ଚଥ ଧଚଛ ଡ* ౦ૼ ༝҆ ଫଖଧૼഺଞଣ ༽଍ ౦ૼ༡ )౦૽ ༝҆ ৕૽* )౦૾ ༝҆ ৕૾*༽଍଩ଝ ң ༽଍ ౦ૼ ౦૽ ౦૾ Ј༽଍ ౦ૼ )଩ଝ\ ༺૽/଩ଝ ^ ৉ৎৄ ౦૽* )଩ଝ\ ༺૾/଩ଝ ^ ৉ৎৄ ౦૾*
5IFO XF IBWF UIF SFMBUJPOBM DPVOUFSQBSU PG UIF WBSJ
PVT UFSN DPOTUSVDUPST 8F DBO PODF NPSF JOUSPEVDF BO FY
USB EFࣾOJUJPO ੉ XIJDI XJMM NBLF UIF UZQF PG UIF DPN
CJOBUPST EFࣾOFE MBUFS PO DMFBSFS ੉ SFMBUFT B UFSN BOE
UISFF FOWJSPONFOUT CZ TUBUJOH UIBU UIF DPNQVUBUJPO POF
HFUT CZ TFRVFOUJBMMZ FWBMVBUJOH UIF UFSN JO UIF ࣾSTU BOE
UIFO UIF TFDPOE FOWJSPONFOU JT SFMBUFE UP UIF POF PCUBJOFE
CZ EJSFDUMZ FWBMVBUJOH UIF UFSN JO UIF UIJSE FOWJSPONFOU੉ ৔ ౦ૼ ౦૽ ౦૾ > ଧଢତଙଚଡ ༪଍ )ନଚଢ૽ ౦૽ )ଧଚଞଛମૼ )ନଚଢૼ ౦ૼ ৔***)ନଚଢ૾ ౦૾ ৔*
"T XJUI UIF QSFWJPVT TFDUJPO POMZ B IBOEGVM PG UIFTF DPN
CJOBUPST BSF PVU PG UIF PSEJOBSZ 8F XJMM TUBSU XJUI UIF ༝ଫଖଧ
DBTF *U TUBUFT UIBU GVTJPO JOEFFE IBQQFOT XIFO FWBMVBUJOH B
WBSJBCMF VTJOH SFMBUFE FOWJSPONFOUT଍ܓଫଖଧܔ ң ѭ ৖ Ј ༽଍ ౦ૼ ౦૽ ౦૾ Ј੉ )༝ଫଖଧ ৖* ౦ૼ ౦૽ ౦૾
5IF ༝ౠDBTF QVUT TPNF SBUIFS TUSPOH SFTUSJDUJPOT PO UIF
XBZ UIF ౠBCTUSBDUJPO̤T CPEZ NBZ CF VTFE CZ ༺ন XF BTTVNF
JU JT FWBMVBUFE JO BO FOWJSPONFOU UIJOOFE CZ POF WBSJBCMF BOE
FYUFOEFE VTJOH ଫଖଧഺૼ #VU JU JT RVJUF OBUVSBM UP IBWF UIFTFSFTUSJDUJPOT HJWFO UIBU ଧଚଞଛମૼ RVPUFT UIF SFTVMU CBDL XF BSF
FYQFDUJOH UIJT UZQF PG FWBMVBUJPO JO BO FYUFOEFE DPOUFYU 	JF
VOEFS POF MBNCEB
 "OE JU UVSOT PVU UIBU UIJT JT JOEFFE FOPVHI
GPS BMM PG PVS FYBNQMFT 5IF FWBMVBUJPO FOWJSPONFOUT VTFE
CZ UIF TFNBOUJDT ༺঩ BOE ༺প PO UIF PUIFS IBOE DBO CF
BSCJUSBSJMZ UIJOOFE CFGPSF CFJOH FYUFOEFE XJUI SFMBUFE WBMVFT
UP CF TVCTUJUVUFE GPS UIF WBSJBCMF CPVOE CZ UIF ༝ౠ଍ܓౠܔ ң )৔ ң ଏଢ ౩ )ా ҆ ౨**) ѭ ৉ৎৄ Ј ଧଢତଙଚଡ ༽଍૽૾ ৕૽ ৕૾ Јଡଚ଩ ౦ૼ༡ > ଩ଝ\ ༺ૼ/଩ଝ ^ )ନ଩ଚଥ ଧଚଛ ଡ* ౦ૼ ༝҆ ଫଖଧૼഺ
౦૽༡ > ଩ଝ\ ༺૽/଩ଝ ^ ৉ৎৄ ౦૽ ༝҆ ৕૽౦૾༡ > ଩ଝ\ ༺૾/଩ଝ ^ ৉ৎৄ ౦૾ ༝҆ ৕૾ଞଣ ੉ ৔ ౦ૼ༡ ౦૽༡ ౦૾༡* Ј༽଍ ౦ૼ ౦૽ ౦૾ Ј੉ )༝ౠ ৔* ౦ૼ ౦૽ ౦૾
5IF PUIFS DBTFT 	PNJUUFE IFSF
 BSF KVTU TUBUJOH UIBU HJWFO
UIF FYQFDUFE JOEVDUJPO IZQPUIFTFT BOE UIF BTTVNQUJPO UIBU
UIF UISFF FOWJSPONFOUT BSF༽হSFMBUFE XF DBO EFMJWFS B QSPPG
UIBU GVTJPO DBO IBQQFO PO UIF DPNQPVOE FYQSFTTJPO
"T XJUI TJNVMBUJPO XF NFBTVSF UIF VUJMJUZ PG UIJT GSBNF
XPSL CZ UIF XBZ XF DBO QSPWF JUT GVOEBNFOUBM MFNNB BOE
UIFO PCUBJO VTFGVM DPSPMMBSJFT 0ODF BHBJO IBWJOH DBSFGVMMZ
JEFOUJࣾFE XIBU UIF DPOTUSBJOUT TIPVME CF QSPWJOH UIF GVOEB
NFOUBM MFNNB JT OPU B QSPCMFN
5IFPSFN  	'VOEBNFOUBM -FNNB PG 'VTBCMF 4FNBOUJDT

(JWFO UISFF 4FNBOUJDT ༺ন ༺঩ BOE ༺প XIJDI BSF GVTBCMF
XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF SFMBUJPOT ༽হ૽૾ GPS WBMVFT PG ༺঩ BOE ༺প ༽হ GPS FOWJSPOFNOUT BOE༪হ GPS DPNQVUBUJPOT XF IBWF UIBU
'PS BOZ UFSN ৔ BOE FOWJSPONFOUT ౦ন ౦঩ BOE ౦প  JG
UIF UISFF FOWJSPONFOUT BSF ༽হSFMBUFE UIFO UIF TFNBOUJDT
BTTPDJBUFE UP ৔ CZ ༺ন VTJOH ౦ন GPMMPXFE CZ ༺঩ VTJOH ౦঩
JT ༪হSFMBUFE UP UIF POF BTTPDJBUFE UP ৔ CZ ༺প VTJOH ౦প 
1SPPG 5IF QSPPG JT CZ TUSVDUVSBM JOEVDUJPO PO ৔ VTJOH UIF
DPNCJOBUPST UP BTTFNCMF UIF JOEVDUJPO IZQPUIFTFT
5IF 4QFDJBM $BTF PG 4ZOUBDUJD 4FNBOUJDT 5IF USBOTMBUJPO
GSPN ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ UP ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ VTFT B MPU PG DPOTUSVDUPST BT UIFJS
PXO TFNBOUJD DPVOUFSQBSU JU JT IFODF QPTTJCMF UP HFOFSBUF
FWJEFODF PG ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ USJQMFUT CFJOH GVTBCMF XJUI NVDI GFXFS
BTTVNQUJPOT 8F JTPMBUF UIFN BOE QSPWF UIF SFTVMU HFOFS
JDBMMZ UP BWPJE SFQFUJUJPO " ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘଁପନଖଗଡଚ SFDPSE QBDLT
UIF FWJEFODF GPS ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ TFNBOUJDT ৓৙ৎন ৓৙ৎ঩ BOE ৓৙ৎপ 
*U JT JOEFYFE CZ UIFTF UISFF ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘT BT XFMM BT UXP SFMB
UJPOT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF༽হ঩প BOE༽হ POFT PG UIF ଁପନଖଗଡଚGSBNFXPSL *U DPOUBJOT UIF TBNF ༽଍҆ ༽଍଩ଝ BOE ଍ܓଫଖଧܔ ࣾFMETBT B ଁପନଖଗଡଚ BT XFMM BT B GPVSUI POF 	ଫଖଧഺ૽૾
 TBZJOH UIBU ৓৙ৎ঩BOE ৓৙ৎপ̤T SFTQFDUJWF ଫଖଧഺT BSF QSPEVDJOH SFMBUFE WBMVFTଫଖଧ૽૾ഺ ң ଧଢତଙଚଡ ༽଍૽૾ ଎ମଣ૽/ଫଖଧഺ ଎ମଣ૾/ଫଖଧഺ
5IFPSFN  	'VOEBNFOUBM -FNNB PG 'VTBCMF 4ZOUBDUJDT

(JWFO B ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘଁପନଖଗଡଚ SFMBUJOH UISFF ଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ TFNBOUJDT
XF HFU B ଁପନଖଗଡଚ SFMBUJOH UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ XIFSF༪হ JT UIF QSPQPTJUJPOBM FRVBMJUZ
1SPPG 5IF QSPPG SFMJFT PO UIF XBZ UIF USBOTMBUJPO GSPN଎ମଣ଩ଖଘ଩ଞଘ UP ଎ଚଢଖଣ଩ଞଘନ JT GPSNVMBUFE JO TFDUJPO 
$PSPMMBSZ  	3FOBNJOH3FOBNJOH GVTJPO
 (JWFO UXP SF
OBNJOHT ౦ GSPN ా UP ి BOE ౦༚ GSPN ి UPృ BOE B UFSN ৔ PG UZQF౨ XJUI GSFF WBSJBCMFT JOా  XF IBWF UIBU଩ଝଏଢ ౨ ౦༚ )଩ଝଏଢ ౨ ౦ ৔* ӎ ଩ଝଏଢ ౨ )ନଚଡଚଘ଩ ౦ ౦༚* ৔
$PSPMMBSZ  	3FOBNJOH4VCTUJUVUJPO GVTJPO
 (JWFO B SF
OBNJOH ౦ GSPN ా UP ి B TVCTUJUVUJPO ౦༚ GSPN ి UP ృ BOE
B UFSN ৔ PG UZQF ౨ XJUI GSFF WBSJBCMFT JO ా  XF IBWF UIBUନପଗନ଩ ౦༚ )଩ଝଏଢ ౨ ౦ ৔* ӎ ନପଗନ଩ )ନଚଡଚଘ଩ ౦ ౦༚* ৔
$PSPMMBSZ  	4VCTUJUVUJPO3FOBNJOH GVTJPO
 (JWFO B TVC
TUJUVUJPO ౦ GSPN ా UP ి B SFOBNJOH ౦༚ GSPN ి UP ృ BOE
B UFSN ৔ PG UZQF ౨ XJUI GSFF WBSJBCMFT JO ా  XF IBWF UIBU଩ଝଏଢ ౨ ౦༚ )ନପଗନ଩ ౦ ৔* ӎ ନପଗନ଩ )ଢଖଥ଀ଣଫ )଩ଝଏଢ @ ౦༚* ౦* ৔
$PSPMMBSZ  	4VCTUJUVUJPO4VCTUJUVUJPO GVTJPO
 (JWFO UXP
TVCTUJUVUJUPOT ౦ GSPN ా UP ి BOE ౦༚ GSPN ి UP ృ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